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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present application relates generally to wireless communications and, more specifically, to a method and
system for transmitting uplink control information.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] In 3rd Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution (3GPP LTE), Orthogonal Frequency Division Mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) is adopted as a downlink (DL) transmission scheme.
[0003] The document 3GPP R1-091878 "Concurrent PUSCH and PUCCH Transmissions" by Samsung, 3GPP TSG
RAN WG1 #57, 4-8 May 2009 discloses that an eNB should have the capability to configure UEs whether or not to
perform concurrent PUCCH and PUSCH transmission.
[0004] WO 2009/123520 A1 discloses transmission of CQI reports on the PUCCH or on the PUSCH. If a PUSCH
transmission coincides with a PUCCH CQI transmission the CQI will be transmitted on the PUSCH.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In a first aspect, the invention provides a method for transmitting uplink control information, UCI, of a terminal
in a communication system, the method comprising: receiving information on whether simultaneous physical uplink
shared channel, PUSCH, and physical uplink control channel, PUCCH, transmission is configured; receiving downlink
control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission; identifying at least one PUSCH transmitted in a subframe for UCI
transmission; transmitting the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe, if simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is
configured based on the information, the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe and the UCI includes channel
status information, CSI based on the DCI; and transmitting the UCI on a PUCCH in the subframe, if the simultaneous
PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured based on the information and the UCI includes a hybrid automatic repeat
request-acknowledgement.
[0006] In a second aspect, the invention provides a method for receiving uplink control information, UCI, of a base
station in a communication system, the method comprising: transmitting information on whether simultaneous physical
uplink shared channel, PUSCH, and physical uplink control channel, PUCCH, transmission is configured; transmitting
downlink control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission; identifying at least one PUSCH transmitted in a subframe
for UCI reception; receiving the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe if simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is
configured based on the information, the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe and the UCI includes channel
status information, CSI, based on the DCI; and receiving the UCI on a PUCCH in the subframe, if the simultaneous
PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured based on the information and the UCI includes a hybrid automatic repeat
request-acknowledgement.
[0007] In a third aspect, the invention provides a terminal for transmitting uplink control information, UCI, the terminal
comprising: a transceiver for receiving and transmitting a signal; and a controller configured to receive information on
whether simultaneous physical uplink shared channel, PUSCH, and physical uplink control channel, PUCCH, transmis-
sion is configured, receive downlink control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission; identify at least one PUSCH
transmitted in a subframe for UCI transmission, transmit the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe, if simultaneous PUSCH
and PUCCH transmission is configured based on the information the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the corre-
sponding subframe and the UCI includes channel status information, CSI, based on the DCI, and transmit the UCI on
a PUCCH in the subframe, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured based on the information
and the UCI includes a hybrid automatic repeat request-acknowledgement.
[0008] In a fourth aspect, the invention provides a base station for receiving uplink control information, UCI, the base
station comprising: a transceiver for receiving and transmitting a signal; and a controller configured to transmit information
on whether simultaneous physical uplink shared channel, PUSCH, and physical uplink control channel, PUCCH, trans-
mission is configured, transmit downlink control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission; identify at least one PUSCH
transmitted in a subframe for UCI reception, and receive the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe, if simultaneous PUSCH
and PUCCH transmission is configured based on the information, the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe,
and the UCI includes channel status information, CSI, based on the DCI, and receive the UCI on a PUCCH in the
subframe, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured based on the information and the UCI
includes a hybrid automatic repeat request-acknowledgement.
[0009] Before undertaking the DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION below, it may be advantageous to
set forth definitions of certain words and phrases used throughout this patent document: the terms "include" and "com-
prise," as well as derivatives thereof, mean inclusion without limitation; the term "or," is inclusive, meaning and/or; the
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phrases "associated with" and "associated therewith," as well as derivatives thereof, may mean to include, be included
within, interconnect with, contain, be contained within, connect to or with, couple to or with, be communicable with,
cooperate with, interleave, juxtapose, be proximate to, be bound to or with, have, have a property of, or the like; and the
term "controller" means any device, system or part thereof that controls at least one operation, such a device may be
implemented in hardware, firmware or software, or some combination of at least two of the same. It should be noted
that the functionality associated with any particular controller may be centralized or distributed, whether locally or remotely.
Definitions for certain words and phrases are provided throughout this patent document, those of ordinary skill in the art
should understand that in many, if not most instances, such definitions apply to prior, as well as future uses of such
defined words and phrases.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] For a more complete understanding of the present disclosure and its advantages, reference is now made to
the following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numerals represent
like parts:

FIGURE 1 illustrates an exemplary wireless network that transmits messages in the uplink according to the principles
of this disclosure;
FIGURE 2 is a high-level diagram of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) transmitter according
to one embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 3 is a high-level diagram of an OFDMA receiver according to one embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 4 illustrates a diagram of a base station in communication with a plurality of mobile stations according to
an embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 5A illustrates a spatial division multiple access (SDMA) scheme according to an embodiment of this dis-
closure;
FIGURE 5B illustrates a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) transmission chain according to an embodiment
of this disclosure;
FIGURE 6A illustrates an A/N transmission in a subframe in which no physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) is
scheduled according to an embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 6B illustrates an A/N transmission in subframes where physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) is scheduled
in one uplink component carrier (UL CC) according to an embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 6C illustrates A/N transmission schemes in subframes where physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) is
scheduled in more than one component carrier according to an embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 7 illustrates a method of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to an embodiment of
this disclosure;
FIGURE 8 illustrates a method of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to another embodiment
of this disclosure;
FIGURE 9 illustrates a method of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to yet another em-
bodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 10 illustrates a method of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to a further embodiment
of this disclosure
FIGURE 11 illustrates a method of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to yet a further
embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGURE 12 illustrates a method of operating an eNodeB or base station according to an embodiment of this dis-
closure; and
FIGURE 13 illustrates a method of operating an eNodeB or base station according to another embodiment of this
disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0011] FIGURES 1 through 13, discussed below, and the various embodiments used to describe the principles of the
present disclosure in this patent document are by way of illustration only and should not be construed in any way to limit
the scope of the disclosure. Those skilled in the art will understand that the principles of the present disclosure may be
implemented in any suitably arranged wireless communication system.
[0012] With regard to the following description, it is noted that the LTE terms "node B", "enhanced node B", and
"eNodeB" are other terms for "base station" used below. Also, the LTE term "user equipment" or "UE" is another term
for "subscriber station" used below.
[0013] FIGURE 1 illustrates exemplary wireless network 100, which transmits messages according to the principles
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of the present disclosure. In the illustrated embodiment, wireless network 100 includes base station (BS) 101, base
station (BS) 102, base station (BS) 103, and other similar base stations (not shown).
[0014] Base station 101 is in communication with Internet 130 or a similar IP-based network (not shown).
[0015] Base station 102 provides wireless broadband access to Internet 130 to a first plurality of subscriber stations
within coverage area 120 of base station 102. The first plurality of subscriber stations includes subscriber station 111,
which may be located in a small business (SB), subscriber station 112, which may be located in an enterprise (E),
subscriber station 113, which may be located in a WiFi hotspot (HS), subscriber station 114, which may be located in a
first residence (R), subscriber station 115, which may be located in a second residence (R), and subscriber station 116,
which may be a mobile device (M), such as a cell phone, a wireless laptop, a wireless PDA, or the like.
[0016] Base station 103 provides wireless broadband access to Internet 130 to a second plurality of subscriber stations
within coverage area 125 of base station 103. The second plurality of subscriber stations includes subscriber station
115 and subscriber station 116. In an exemplary embodiment, base stations 101-103 may communicate with each other
and with subscriber stations 111-116 using OFDM or OFDMA techniques.
[0017] While only six subscriber stations are depicted in FIGURE 1, it is understood that wireless network 100 may
provide wireless broadband access to additional subscriber stations. It is noted that subscriber station 115 and subscriber
station 116 are located on the edges of both coverage area 120 and coverage area 125. Subscriber station 115 and
subscriber station 116 each communicate with both base station 102 and base station 103 and may be said to be
operating in handoff mode, as known to those of skill in the art.
[0018] Subscriber stations 111-116 may access voice, data, video, video conferencing, and/or other broadband serv-
ices via Internet 130. In an exemplary embodiment, one or more of subscriber stations 111-116 may be associated with
an access point (AP) of a WiFi WLAN. Subscriber station 116 may be any of a number of mobile devices, including a
wireless-enabled laptop computer, personal data assistant, notebook, handheld device, or other wireless-enabled device.
Subscriber stations 114 and 115 may be, for example, a wireless-enabled personal computer (PC), a laptop computer,
a gateway, or another device.
[0019] FIGURE 2 is a high-level diagram of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) transmit path
200. FIGURE 3 is a high-level diagram of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) receive path 300.
In FIGURES 2 and 3, the OFDMA transmit path 200 is implemented in base station (BS) 102 and the OFDMA receive
path 300 is implemented in subscriber station (SS) 116 for the purposes of illustration and explanation only. However,
it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the OFDMA receive path 300 may also be implemented in BS 102
and the OFDMA transmit path 200 may be implemented in SS 116.
[0020] The transmit path 200 in BS 102 comprises a channel coding and modulation block 205, a serial-to-parallel (S-
to-P) block 210, a Size N Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) block 215, a parallel-to-serial (P-to-S) block 220, an
add cyclic prefix block 225, an up-converter (UC) 230, a reference signal multiplexer 290, and a reference signal allocator
295.
[0021] The receive path 300 in SS 116 comprises a down-converter (DC) 255, a remove cyclic prefix block 260, a
serial-to-parallel (S-to-P) block 265, a Size N Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) block 270, a parallel-to-serial (P-to-S) block
275, and a channel decoding and demodulation block 280.
[0022] At least some of the components in FIGURES 2 and 3 may be implemented in software while other components
may be implemented by configurable hardware or a mixture of software and configurable hardware. In particular, it is
noted that the FFT blocks and the IFFT blocks described in the present disclosure document may be implemented as
configurable software algorithms, where the value of Size N may be modified according to the implementation.
[0023] Furthermore, although the present disclosure is directed to an embodiment that implements the Fast Fourier
Transform and the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, this is by way of illustration only and should not be construed to limit
the scope of the disclosure. It will be appreciated that in an alternate embodiment of the disclosure, the Fast Fourier
Transform functions and the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform functions may easily be replaced by Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) functions and Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) functions, respectively. It will be appreciated
that, for DFT and IDFT functions, the value of the N variable may be any integer number (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.), while for
FFT and IFFT functions, the value of the N variable may be any integer number that is a power of two (i.e., 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, etc.) .
[0024] In BS 102, channel coding and modulation block 205 receives a set of information bits, applies coding (e.g.,
Turbo coding) and modulates (e.g., QPSK, QAM) the input bits to produce a sequence of frequency-domain modulation
symbols. Serial-to-parallel block 210 converts (i.e., de-multiplexes) the serial modulated symbols to parallel data to
produce N parallel symbol streams where N is the IFFT/FFT size used in BS 102 and SS 116. Size N IFFT block 215
then performs an IFFT operation on the N parallel symbol streams to produce time-domain output signals. Parallel-to-
serial block 220 converts (i.e., multiplexes) the parallel time-domain output symbols from Size N IFFT block 215 to
produce a serial time-domain signal. Add cyclic prefix block 225 then inserts a cyclic prefix to the time-domain signal.
Finally, up-converter 230 modulates (i.e., up-converts) the output of add cyclic prefix block 225 to RF frequency for
transmission via a wireless channel. The signal may also be filtered at baseband before conversion to RF frequency. In
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some embodiments, reference signal multiplexer 290 is operable to multiplex the reference signals using code division
multiplexing (CDM) or time/frequency division multiplexing (TFDM). Reference signal allocator 295 is operable to dy-
namically allocate reference signals in an OFDM signal in accordance with the methods and system disclosed in the
present disclosure.
[0025] The transmitted RF signal arrives at SS 116 after passing through the wireless channel and reverse operations
performed at BS 102. Down-converter 255 down-converts the received signal to baseband frequency and remove cyclic
prefix block 260 removes the cyclic prefix to produce the serial time-domain baseband signal. Serial-to-parallel block
265 converts the time-domain baseband signal to parallel time domain signals. Size N FFT block 270 then performs an
FFT algorithm to produce N parallel frequency-domain signals. Parallel-to-serial block 275 converts the parallel frequency-
domain signals to a sequence of modulated data symbols. Channel decoding and demodulation block 280 demodulates
and then decodes the modulated symbols to recover the original input data stream.
[0026] Each of base stations 101-103 may implement a transmit path that is analogous to transmitting in the downlink
to subscriber stations 111-116 and may implement a receive path that is analogous to receiving in the uplink from
subscriber stations 111-116. Similarly, each one of subscriber stations 111-116 may implement a transmit path corre-
sponding to the architecture for transmitting in the uplink to base stations 101-103 and may implement a receive path
corresponding to the architecture for receiving in the downlink from base stations 101-103.
[0027] The total bandwidth in an OFDM system is divided into narrowband frequency units called subcarriers. The
number of subcarriers is equal to the FFT/IFFT size N used in the system. In general, the number of subcarriers used
for data is less than N because some subcarriers at the edge of the frequency spectrum are reserved as guard subcarriers.
In general, no information is transmitted on guard subcarriers.
[0028] The transmitted signal in each downlink (DL) slot of a resource block is described by a resource grid of

 subcarriers and  OFDM symbols. The quantity  depends on the downlink transmission

bandwidth configured in the cell and fulfills  where  and

 are the smallest and largest downlink bandwidth, respectively, supported. In some embodiments, subcar-
riers are considered the smallest elements that are capable of being modulated.
[0029] In case of multi-antenna transmission, there is one resource grid defined per antenna port.
[0030] Each element in the resource grid for antenna port p is called a resource element (RE) and is uniquely identified

by the index pair (k,l) in a slot where  and  are the indices
in the frequency and time domains, respectively. Resource element (k,l) on antenna port p corresponds to the complex

value  If there is no risk for confusion or no particular antenna port is specified, the index p may be dropped.
[0031] In LTE, DL reference signals (RSs) are used for two purposes. First, UEs measure channel quality information
(CQI), rank information (RI) and precoder matrix information (PMI) using DL RSs. Second, each UE demodulates the
DL transmission signal intended for itself using the DL RSs. In addition, DL RSs are divided into three categories: cell-
specific RSs, multi-media broadcast over a single frequency network (MBSFN) RSs, and UE-specific RSs or dedicated
RSs (DRSs).
[0032] Cell-specific reference signals (or common reference signals: CRSs) are transmitted in all downlink subframes
in a cell supporting non-MBSFN transmission. If a subframe is used for transmission with MBSFN, only the first a few
(0, 1 or 2) OFDM symbols in a subframe can be used for transmission of cell-specific reference symbols. The notation
Rp is used to denote a resource element used for reference signal transmission on antenna port p.
[0033] UE-specific reference signals (or dedicated RS: DRS) are supported for single-antenna-port transmission on
the Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) and are transmitted on antenna port 5. The UE is informed by higher
layers whether the UE-specific reference signal is present and is a valid phase reference for PDSCH demodulation or
not. UE-specific reference signals are transmitted only on the resource blocks upon which the corresponding PDSCH
is mapped.
[0034] The time resources of an LTE system are partitioned into 10 msec frames, and each frame is further partitioned
into 10 subframes of one msec duration each. A subframe is divided into two time slots, each of which spans 0.5 msec.
A subframe is partitioned in the frequency domain into multiple resource blocks (RBs), where an RB is composed of 12
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subcarriers.
[0035] FIGURE 4 illustrates a diagram 400 of a base station 420 in communication with a plurality of mobile stations
402, 404, 406, and 408 according to an embodiment of this disclosure.
[0036] As shown in FIGURE 4, base station 420 simultaneously communicates with multiple of mobile stations through
the use of multiple antenna beams, each antenna beam is formed toward its intended mobile station at the same time
and same frequency. Base station 420 and mobile stations 402, 404, 406, and 408 are employing multiple antennas for
transmission and reception of radio wave signals. The radio wave signals can be Orthogonal Frequency Division Mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) signals.
[0037] In this embodiment, base station 420 performs simultaneous beamforming through a plurality of transmitters
to each mobile station. For instance, base station 420 transmits data to mobile station 402 through a beamformed signal
410, data to mobile station 404 through a beamformed signal 412, data to mobile station 406 through a beamformed
signal 414, and data to mobile station 408 through a beamformed signal 416. In some embodiments of this disclosure,
base station 420 is capable of simultaneously beamforming to the mobile stations 402, 404, 406, and 408. In some
embodiments, each beamformed signal is formed toward its intended mobile station at the same time and the same
frequency. For the purpose of clarity, the communication from a base station to a mobile station may also be referred
to as downlink communication, and the communication from a mobile station to a base station may be referred to as
uplink communication.
[0038] Base station 420 and mobile stations 402, 404, 406, and 408 employ multiple antennas for transmitting and
receiving wireless signals. It is understood that the wireless signals may be radio wave signals, and the wireless signals
may use any transmission scheme known to one skilled in the art, including an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM) transmission scheme.
[0039] Mobile stations 402, 404, 406, and 408 may be any device that is capable receiving wireless signals. Examples
of mobile stations 402, 404, 406, and 408 include, but are not limited to, a personal data assistant (PDA), laptop, mobile
telephone, handheld device, or any other device that is capable of receiving the beamformed transmissions.
[0040] The use of multiple transmit antennas and multiple receive antennas at both a base station and a single mobile
station to improve the capacity and reliability of a wireless communication channel is known as a Single User Multiple
Input Multiple Output (SU-MIMO) system. A MIMO system promises linear increase in capacity with K where K is the
minimum of number of transmit (M) and receive antennas (N) (i.e., K=min(M,N)). A MIMO system can be implemented
with the schemes of spatial multiplexing, a transmit/receive beamforming, or transmit/receive diversity.
[0041] As an extension of SU-MIMO, multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) is a communication scenario where a base station
with multiple transmit antennas can simultaneously communicate with multiple mobile stations through the use of multi-
user beamforming schemes such as Spatial Division Multiple Access (SDMA) to improve the capacity and reliability of
a wireless communication channel.
[0042] FIGURE 5A illustrates an SDMA scheme according to an embodiment of this disclosure.
[0043] As shown in FIGURE 5, base station 420 is equipped with 8 transmit antennas while mobile stations 402, 404,
406, and 408 are each equipped two antennas. In this example, base station 420 has eight transmit antennas. Each of
the transmit antennas transmits one of beamformed signals 410, 502, 504, 412, 414, 506, 416, and 508. In this example,
mobile station 402 receives beamformed transmissions 410 and 502, mobile station 404 receives beamformed trans-
missions 504 and 412, mobile station 406 receives beamformed transmissions 506 and 414, and mobile station 408
receives beamformed transmissions 508 and 416.
[0044] Since base station 420 has eight transmit antenna beams (each antenna beams one stream of data streams),
eight streams of beamformed data can be formed at base station 420. Each mobile station can potentially receive up to
2 streams (beams) of data in this example. If each of the mobile stations 402, 404, 406, and 408 was limited to receive
only a single stream (beam) of data, instead of multiple streams simultaneously, this would be multi-user beamforming
(i.e., MU-BF).
[0045] In 3GPP LTE-A Rel-10, UL MIMO spatial multiplexing (SM) is introduced. When a UE is scheduled to transmit
signals in a subframe using an UL-MIMO SM scheme in LTE-A, the UE can transmit up to two codewords (CWs) in the
subframe.
[0046] When two CWs are to be transmitted in a subframe, two bit-streams h(1) and h(2) for the two CWs are separately

generated, where  where q ∈ {1,2}. The two inputs from the coding steps
separately go through scrambling and modulation mapping. The output of a modulation mapping block is a CW. Up to
two CWs are input to a CW-to-layer mapping block whose outputs are layers, which are L modulation symbol streams.
Then, each of the L modulation symbol streams is input to a transform (or discrete Fourier transform (DFT)) precoder,
and the outputs of the DFT precoders are input to a transmit precoding block. The transmit precoding block generates
Nt modulation symbols streams, each of which will be transmitted in a transmit antenna port.
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[0047] One of the key component of this uplink transmission is the data/control multiplexing function.
[0048] FIGURE 5B illustrates a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) transmission chain 510 according to an
embodiment of this disclosure.
[0049] FIGURE 5B illustrates an N layer transmission on an Nt transmit antenna UE. FIGURE 5B illustrates the mapping
of the outputs of N Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) precoding units 511-1 to 511-N to a contiguous set of subcarriers
at inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) units 513-1 to 513-N.
[0050] One of the key components of the PUSCH transmission chain 510 is the data/control multiplexing function
implemented in a data/control multiplexing unit 515, which is fully specified in 3GPP TS 36.212 v 8.5.0, "E-UTRA,
Multiplexing and Channel Coding", Dec. 2008.
[0051] The layer mapping is performed before DFT precoding, so that the data and control information are properly
multiplexed and interleaved. The transmit precoding is performed between the DFT precoding units 511-1 to 511-N and
the IFFT unit 513 to transform, on a per-subcarrier basic, an N dimension signal at the output of the DFT precoding units
511-1 to 511-N to an Nt dimensional signal as an input to the IFFT units 513-1 to 513-N. The subcarrier mapping at the
input of the IFFT units 513-1 to 513-N can include non-contiguous segments of subcarriers.
[0052] In an embodiment of this disclosure, all the uplink control information (including CQI, RI and A/N bits) is carried
on only one of the layers, with the following ways of choosing a particular layer for carrying the uplink control information.
The total number of transmission layers is denoted as N.
[0053] If the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) used by the N layers are different, the layer that has the largest
MCS value is selected to carry the uplink control information such as CQI, RI and A/N. The MCS values are typically
carried in the UL schedule assignment grant (sent by the eNodeB to the UE) and, therefore, are known at the UE at the
time of this data and control transmission. The control region size is defined as the number of resource elements.
[0054] If the MCS used by the N layers is the same, then the first layer is select to carry the uplink control information
such as the CQI, RI and A/N. Such an embodiment could be suitable for situations where techniques such as layer
mixing/layer permutation are used to ensure the same channel quality and, therefore, the same MCS values on all the
layers.
[0055] This selection of a layer could also be explicitly signaled in the uplink scheduling grant as an additional control
field, using either downlink control information (DCI) format 0 or some other uplink grant DCI format.
[0056] In addition, the sizes of the three control regions (CQI, RI, A/N) are determined as a function of the corresponding
UCI uplink control information (UCI) size, the MCS value associated with the layer on which the control regions are
transmitted, and a higher layer signaled offset. The exact calculation of control region sizes is similar to what has already
specified in 3GPP LTE standard 3GPP TS 36.212 v 8.5.0, "E-UTRA, Multiplexing and Channel Coding", Dec 2008.
[0057] For example, if a single CW solution is used in the UL MIMO with layer permutation/mixing, meaning all the
layers will have the same MCS, then the control region equation for hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) and rank
indication (RI) bits in section 5.2.2.6 of 3GPP LTE standard 3GPP TS 36.212 v 8.5.0, "E-UTRA, Multiplexing and Channel
coding", Dec 2008 can be amended as shown in Equation 1 below:

[0058] Note the inclusion of the factor "N", which denotes the number of layers, in the numerator. The sum in the
denominator will be over all code blocks (CBs) in all layers. Here C(n) denotes the number of CBs in layer n, and Kr,n
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denotes the size of the rth CB in layer n. Similarly the control region equation for CQI bits is shown in Equation 2 below:

[0059] In another embodiment, if the MCS on the layers are different and the pth layer is selected to be the layer on
which UCI is transmitted , then Equations 1 and 2 can be amended as shown in Equations 3 and 4, respectively, below: 

for RI and A/N bits and 
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for CQI bits.
[0060] In some embodiments of this disclosure, the uplink control information is mapped/allocated onto a subset of
the N layers being transmitted on the uplink in a MIMO uplink subframe. The size of the subset, Ns, could be less than
or equal to the total number of layers, which is denoted by N.
[0061] If the subset size Ns is less than N, i.e, Ns<N, then the layers used for uplink control transmission could be
known at the UE according to one of the following methods.
[0062] For example, the subset of layers used for uplink control information could also be explicitly signaled in the
uplink scheduling grant as an additional control field, using either DCI format 0 or some other uplink grant DCI format.
[0063] In another example, the subset of layers could be implicitly inferred by the UE according to (1) number of
codewords; (2) codeword to layer mapping structure; and (3) the codeword that uses highest MCS value. For example,
if N=4 and layer 1,2 are used for codeword 1 transmission while layer 3,4 are used for codeword 2 transmission, and if
the MCS used by codeword 1 is better than the MCS used by codeword 2, then the UE can decide to transmit UL control
information on layers 1&2, which corresponds to the layers with the better MCS.
[0064] In particular embodiments, the determination of the uplink control regions follows one of the following rules.
Note that the subset of layers that contain control information is denoted as active layers.
[0065] Case 1. If the active layers used for UL control transmission have the same MCS, then the total size of each
control region (CQI, RI, A/N) across the active layers is determined as a function of the corresponding UCI size and this
single MCS value, and the control information is distributed evenly across the active layers, where each layer gets
roughly 1/Ns of the total control region size. Such an embodiment could be suitable for situations where techniques such
as layer mixing/layer permutation are used to ensure the same channel quality and, therefore, the same MCS values
on all the layers.
[0066] Case 2. If the active layers have different MCS in their transmissions, then two alternatives apply.
[0067] Case 2a. For each active layer, a per-layer control region size is determined according to the UCI size and the
MCS on that particular layer. The total size of the control region is the sum of the per-layer control region sizes over the
active layers. The control information is then distributed to the active layers according to the per-layer control region size.
[0068] For case 2a, one example of determining the overall control region size can be given by amending Equations
1 and 2 as shown in Equations 5 and 6, respectively, below:
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for n=1,...Ns,
where Q’(n) is the number of RI and A/N symbols in the nth active layer.

[0069] where Q’(n) is the number of CQI symbols in the nth active layer, and QRI(n) is the number of RI symbols
allocated on this active layer.
[0070] Case 2b. The size of the total control region is jointly determined as a function of the UCI size and the MCSs
on all active layers, and the control information is distributed evenly across all the active layers, where each layer gets
roughly 1/Ns of the total control region size.
[0071] For both case 1 and case 2b, one example of determining the overall control region size can be given by
amending Equations 1 and 2 as shown in Equations 7 and 8, respectively, below:
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for RI and A/N bits. Note the first summation on the denominator is summed over all active layers.

for CQI bits.
[0072] Furthermore, the UCI symbols can be ensured to be evenly distributed across all active layers. Let

 and use Q" as the total number of UCI symbols. A total of Q"-Q’ null filler symbols are added to
ensure the correctness of rate matching.
[0073] In the current LTE specification, an eNodeB and a UE exchange physical signals associated with a HARQ
process.
[0074] For DL transmission to a UE, an eNodeB transmits a DL transmission grant to a UE containing a HARQ ID
number #n in a subframe. In the same subframe, the eNodeB also transmits up to two packets (or transport blocks
(TBs)) for the HARQ process to the UE. Four subframes later, the UE sends an acknowledgement of the packets in
HARQ process #n back to the eNodeB. The acknowledgement signal contains up to two bits for the two packets, and
each bit indicates the decoding result at the UE. If the UE successfully decodes a packet, the acknowledgement signal
will have an acknowledgement (ACK) bit for the packet. Otherwise, the acknowledgement signal will have a negative
acknowledgement (NACK) bit for the packet. If a NACK is received for a packet, the eNodeB sends a transmission grant
containing a HARQ ID #n and a retransmission packet for the HARQ process to the UE in a subframe that is a few
subframes later than the subframe in which the UE received a NACK.
[0075] For UL transmission to a UE, an eNodeB transmits an UL transmission grant to the UE containing HARQ ID
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number #n in a subframe. Four subframes later, the UE transmits a packet for the HARQ process to the eNodeB. Four
subframes later, the eNodeB sends an acknowledgement of the packet in HARQ process #n back to the UE. If the
eNodeB successfully decodes the packet, the eNodeB sends back an ACK. Otherwise, the eNodeB sends back a NACK
to the UE. If a NACK is received, the UE retransmits the packet for the HARQ process to the eNodeB in a subframe that
is four subframes later than the subframe in which the UE received a NACK.
[0076] A physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) that carries DCI is transmitted on an aggregation of one or more
consecutive control channel elements (CCEs). The CCEs available in the DL carrier are numbered from 0 to NCCE-1.
[0077] In the LTE system, the physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) is further divided into multiple regions: CQI
region, persistent-ACK/NACK and scheduling request region (P-ACK/SR) and dynamic ACK/NACK region (D-ACK). A
CQI resource is uniquely identified by its resource pair, i.e., a cyclic shift (CS) index and a resource block (RB) index.
On the other hand, a P-ACK/SR or a D-ACK resource is uniquely identified by its resource triple, i.e., a CS index, and
orthogonal cover (OC) index and a RB index.

[0078] A D-ACK is mapped to a PUCCH AN resource triple from an index  
[0079] In summary, in the LTE system, there is a one-to-one mapping function from a CCE index in subframe n, to a
PUCCH AN resource triple in subframe n-k.
[0080] This disclosure provides systems and methods for simultaneously transmitting data and control information
such as CQI (channel quality information), RI (rank information), A/N (ACK/NACK information) in UL carrier aggregated
systems. Note that all three types of uplink control information are also generally denoted as UCI.
[0081] UL carrier aggregated systems where A/N is scheduled in subframe n according to Rel-8 LTE procedure to
acknowledge a DL PDSCH transmission that occurred in subframe n-k are considered. In such systems, the physical
downlink shared channel (PDSCH) may have been transmitted in one or more DL carriers in subframe n-k. The number
of information bits that the A/N carries is denoted by NAN, where NAN is a positive integer.
[0082] FIGURE 6A illustrates an A/N transmission 600 in a subframe in which no physical uplink shared channel
(PUSCH) is scheduled according to an embodiment of this disclosure.
[0083] Without an UL PUSCH transmission scheduled in subframe n, A/N is transmitted in an UL channel in the
subframe. In this case, the UL channel can be PUCCH format 1, PUCCH format 2, a new PUCCH format of DFT-s-
OFDM, or PUSCH. For example, as shown in FIGURE 6A, the A/N 601 is transmitted in PUCCH on a RB located close
to one band edge in the first slot of subframe n, and on another RB located close to the other band edge in the first slot
of subframe n in the UL primary component carrier (PCC).
[0084] FIGURE 6B illustrates an A/N transmission 610 in subframes where physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH)
is scheduled in one uplink component carrier (UL CC) according to an embodiment of this disclosure.
[0085] With UL PUSCH transmission scheduled in one UL CC in subframe n, two methods of multiplexing UL data
and A/N can be considered as shown in FIGURE 6B. In one scheme (denoted as AN multiplexing scheme 1), A/N is
transmitted in the PUCCH in the PCC, while UL data is transmitted in the PUSCH in the scheduled UL CC, if any. In
another scheme (denoted as AN multiplexing scheme 2), A/N is piggybacked in the PUSCH in the scheduled UL CC.
In particular embodiments, A/N is piggybacked in the PUSCH according to methods proposed in United States Provisional
Patent No. 61/206,455, entitled "Uplink Data And Control Signal Transmission in MIMO Wireless Systems", filed January
30, 2009, and U.S. Patent Application US 2010-0195624 A1, entitled "System And Method For Uplink Data And Control
Signal Transmission In MIMO Wireless Systems", filed December 18, 2009.
[0086] FIGURE 6C illustrates A/N transmission schemes in subframes where physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH)
is scheduled in more than one component carrier according to an embodiment of this disclosure.
[0087] When UL PUSCH transmission is scheduled in more than one UL CC in subframe n, three methods of multi-
plexing UL data and A/N can be considered. In one scheme 620(AN multiplexing scheme 3) shown in FIGURE 6C, A/N
is transmitted in the PUCCH in the PCC, while UL data is transmitted in the PUSCH in the scheduled UL CCs. In another
scheme 630 (denoted as AN multiplexing scheme 4), A/N is piggybacked in the PUSCH in one of the scheduled UL
CCs, where A/N is piggybacked on the PUSCH in the one CC according to methods proposed in United States Provisional
Patent No. 61/206,455 and U.S. Patent Application US 2010-0195624 A1. In another scheme 640 (denoted by AN
multiplexing scheme 5), A/N is piggybacked in the PUSCHs in all the scheduled UL CCs, where A/N is piggybacked on
the PUSCH in each CC according to methods proposed in United States Provisional Patent No. 61/206,455 and U.S.
Patent Application US 2010-0195624 A1.
[0088] It is noted that AN multiplexing scheme 3 becomes identical to AN multiplexing scheme 1 when the PUSCH is
scheduled in only one UL CC. In addition, AN multiplexing schemes 4 and 5 become identical to AN multiplexing scheme
2 when the PUSCH is scheduled in only one UL CC.
[0089] In AN multiplexing scheme 4, the one CC whose PUSCH would piggyback the A/N is selected by a rule. Some
example rules are: (1) the CC scheduled PUSCH with the highest MCS among the UL CCs scheduled PUSCH in
subframe n is selected, (2) the CC with the lowest CC-ID among the UL CCs scheduled PUSCH in subframe n is selected,
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or (3) the CC with the lowest physical cell ID (PCID) among the UL CCs scheduled PUSCH in subframe n is selected.
[0090] In an embodiment of this disclosure, when a UE receives one or more UL grants that schedule PUSCH in one
or more UL CCs in subframe n, the UE transmits A/N in subframe n utilizing one fixed scheme. On the other hand, when
the UE receives no UL grants, the UE transmits A/N in the PUCCH in the UL PCC. For example, the one fixed A/N
transmission scheme used when PUSCH is scheduled in one or more UL CCs in subframe n can be A/N multiplexing
scheme 1, scheme 2, scheme 3, scheme 4, or scheme 5.
[0091] In one example, the one A/N transmission scheme used when PUSCH is scheduled in one or more UL CCs
in subframe n is A/N multiplexing scheme 1 or 3 that transmits the PUSCH and PUCCH simultaneously. In this case, in
order to detect A/N from the UE, the eNodeB only needs to detect signals in the PUCCH in the PCC. Hence, the eNodeB
implementation would be simpler when this scheme is selected. However, the UE may suffer from increased peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) as the UE transmits multiple UL channels simultaneously.
[0092] In another example, the one A/N transmission scheme used when the PUSCH is scheduled in one or more UL
CCs in subframe n is A/N multiplexing scheme 2 or 5 that piggybacks A/N in all the scheduled PUSCHs in subframe n.
In this case, in order to detect A/N from the UE, the eNodeB performs hypothesis testing between two hypotheses: (1)
A/N is conveyed in the PUCCH in the PCC and (2) A/N is piggybacked in the PUSCHs in all the UL CCs. Hence, the
eNodeB implementation would be slightly more complicated when this scheme is selected. However, the UE may benefit
from decreased peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).
[0093] In an embodiment of this disclosure, a UE receives a higher-layer signaling (radio resource control (RRC) or
medium access control (MAC)). When the UE receives one or more UL grants that schedule PUSCH in one or more UL
CCs in subframe n, the UE transmits A/N utilizing an A/N multiplexing scheme determined by an information element
(IE) conveyed in the higher-layer signaling. On the other hand, when the UE receives no UL grants, the UE transmits
A/N in PUCCH in the UL PCC.
[0094] In one example, an information element (IE), ANPiggybackConfiguration IE, is defined in the higher-layer.
Depending on the signaled value of ANPiggybackConfiguration IE, the UE selects an A/N multiplexing scheme. In
particular, when the UE receives one or more UL grants which schedule PUSCH in one or more UL CCs in subframe n,

- when ANPiggybackConfiguration = 0, the UE transmits A/N using A/N transmission scheme 1 or 3 that transmits
A/N in PUCCH in the UL PCC; and

- when ANPiggybackConfiguration = 1, the UE transmits A/N using A/N transmission scheme 2 or 5 that piggybacks
A/N in all the scheduled PUSCHs in subframe n.

[0095] In embodiments of this disclosure, a UE follows a rule to determine an A/N multiplexing method in a subframe.
When a UE receives one or more UL grants that schedule PUSCH in one or more UL CCs in subframe n, the UE transmits
A/N in subframe n utilizing a scheme selected according to the rule. On the other hand, when the UE receives no UL
grants, the UE transmits A/N in the PUCCH in the UL PCC.
[0096] In one example rule (denoted as AN Tx Scheme Selection Rule 1), the UE selects an A/N transmission scheme
depending on whether the UE receives at least one UL grant that requests a CQI report (e.g., the UL grant has a CQI
request IE = 1). In particular,

- when the UE receives at least one UL grant that requests a CQI report, the UE piggybacks A/N on all the PUSCHs
carrying CQI; and

- when the UE does not receive any UL grant that requests a CQI report, the UE transmits A/N in the PUCCH in the
UL PCC.

[0097] In this case, the eNodeB can find A/N in either the PUCCH in PCC or the PUSCH carrying CQI.
[0098] In another example rule (denoted as AN Tx Scheme Selection Rule 2), the UE selects an A/N transmission
scheme depending on whether the UE receives an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC. In one example
(denoted as AN Tx Scheme Selection Rule 2-1) of AN Tx Scheme Selection Rule 2,

- when the UE receives an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE piggybacks A/N on the PUSCH
scheduled in the UL PCC; and

- when the UE does not receive an UL grant scheduling PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE transmits A/N in the PUCCH
in the UL PCC.

[0099] In this case, the eNodeB can find A/N in either the PUCCH in the PCC or the PUSCH transmitted in the UL PCC.
[0100] In another example rule (denoted by AN Tx Scheme Selection Rule 2-2) of AN Tx Scheme Selection Rule 2,

- when the UE receives an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE transmits A/N in the PUCCH in
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the UL PCC; and
- when the UE does not receive an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE piggybacks A/N on all

the PUSCHs scheduled subframe n.

[0101] In this case, the eNodeB can find A/N in either the PUCCH in the PCC or in the scheduled PUSCHs.
[0102] In an embodiment of this disclosure, a UE follows a rule to determine an A/N multiplexing method in a subframe,
where the rule is based at least partly on a higher-layer signaling (RRC or MAC). When a UE receives one or more UL
grants that schedule the PUSCH in one or more UL CCs in subframe n, the UE transmits A/N in subframe n utilizing a
scheme selected according to the rule. On the other hand, when the UE receives no UL grants, the UE transmits A/N
in the PUCCH in the UL PCC.
[0103] In one example rule (denoted as AN Tx Scheme Selection Rule 3), the UE selects an A/N transmission scheme
depending on whether the UE receives an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC, and on a RRC signaling
conveying an IE, such as ANPiggybackConfiguration IE. In particular, when the UE receives one or more UL grants that
schedule the PUSCH in one or more UL CC in subframe n,

- when the UE receives an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC and ANPiggybackConfiguration = 1, the
UE piggybacks A/N on the PUSCH scheduled in the UL PCC;

- when the UE receives an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC and ANPiggybackConfiguration = 0, the
UE transmits A/N in the PUCCH in the UL PCC;

- when the UE does not receive an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC and ANPiggybackConfiguration
= 1, the UE piggybacks A/N on all the PUSCHs scheduled subframe n; and

- when the UE does not receive an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC and ANPiggybackConfiguration
= 0, the UE transmits A/N in the PUCCH in the UL PCC.

[0104] In Rel-8 LTE system, CQI/PMI/RI is piggybacked on the PUSCH in two cases. In one case (denoted as case
1), a UE receives an UL grant that requests CQI reporting (or with CQI request = 1) in subframe n-4, and transmits
CQI/PMI/RI in the scheduled PUSCH in subframe n. In the other case (denoted by case 2), a UE receives an UL grant
that does not request CQI reporting (or with CQI request = 0) in subframe n-k while the UE is scheduled to transmit a
periodic CQI/PMI/RI report in subframe n by an RRC signaling, then the UE piggybacks CQI/PMI/RI on the scheduled
PUSCH in subframe n.
[0105] In case 1, a UE receives an UL grant that requests CQI reporting in carrier aggregated systems. In carrier
aggregated systems, a number of UL grants scheduling UL transmissions in a subframe can be multiple. Two sub-cases
of case 1 are as follows: (1) case 1-1: a UE receives a single UL grant that requests CQI reporting, and (2) case 1-2: a
UE receives more than one UL grant that requests CQI reporting.
[0106] In one embodiment, a UE receives at least one UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in an UL CC that requests
CQI reporting on DL CC(s) in subframe n-k (where k=4 in FDD system), where each UL grant with requesting CQI
reporting requests a CQI report on a number of DL CCs. In one example, an UL grant that requests CQI reporting is
transmitted in DL CC i and requests a CQI report on DL CC i. In another example, an UL grant that requests CQI reporting
is transmitted in DL CC i and requests a CQI report on all the activated DL CCs for the UE. In another example, an UL
grant that requests CQI reporting is transmitted in DL CC i and requests a CQI report on all the configured DL CCs for
the UE.
[0107] In one method of multiplexing CQI/PMI/RI transmissions and UL data transmissions in subframe n (denoted
as method 1), after the UE receives the at least one UL grant in subframe n-k, the UE transmits a CQI report in subframe
n in each of the PUSCHs scheduled by each of the at least one UL grant, while the UE transmits only UL data in the
PUSCHs scheduled by the other UL grants, if any, that do not request CQI reporting. When an UL grant scheduling the
PUSCH in an UL CC requests a CQI reporting on a number of DL CCs and schedules a number of pairs of UL PRBs
larger than a threshold, e.g., 4 for a UE, the UE piggybacks CQI/PMI/RI on the number of DL CCs on the PUSCH in the
UL CC according to methods proposed in United States Provisional Patent No. 61/206,455 and U.S. Patent Application
US 2010-0195624 A1. Otherwise, the UE transmits only CQI/PMI/RI in the PUSCH without UL data, similarly as done
in Rel-8 LTE.
[0108] In one method of multiplexing CQI/PMI/RI transmissions and UL data transmissions in subframe n (denoted
as method 1-1), a UE is configured to receive/transmit up to 3 DL-UL pairs of aggregated CCs, CC1, CC2 and CC3,
and receives an UL grant with CQI request = 1 in CC1 only. In particular embodiments, both CQI/PMI and RI are
piggybacked on the PUSCH transmitted in CC1, i.e., the CC carrying the PUSCH with a CQI report. However, in other
embodiments, only CQI/PMI or only RI is piggybacked on the PUSCH transmitted in the CC carrying the PUSCH with
a CQI report.
[0109] In another embodiment of method 1-1, a UE is configured to receive/transmit up to 3 DL-UL pairs of aggregated
CCs, CC1, CC2 and CC3, and receives two UL grants with CQI request = 1 in CC1 and CC2 only. In particular embod-
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iments, both CQI/PMI and RI are piggybacked on the PUSCH transmitted in each of CC1 and CC2, i.e., the CCs carrying
PUSCH with a CQI report. However, in other embodiments, only CQI/PMI or only RI is piggybacked on the PUSCH
transmitted in the CCs carrying the PUSCH with a CQI report.
[0110] In another method of multiplexing CQI/PMI/RI transmissions and UL data transmissions in subframe n (denoted
as method 1-2), after the UE receives the at least one UL grant in subframe n-k, the UE transmits a CQI report in subframe
n in each of the PUSCHs scheduled by all the UL grants scheduling the PUSCH in subframe n for the UE. When only
one CQI report is requested, the information bits for the one CQI report are independently encoded, and the coded bits
are separately mapped in all the UL CCs. When more than one CQI report is requested, the information bits for all the
CQI reports are concatenated into one set of information bits. The one set of information bits are independently encoded,
and the coded bits are separately mapped in all the UL CCs.
[0111] In another embodiment of method 1-2, a UE is configured to receive/transmit up to 3 DL-UL pairs of aggregated
CCs, CC1, CC2 and CC3, and receives one UL grant with CQI request = 1 in CC1 only. In particular embodiments, both
CQI/PMI and RI are piggybacked on the PUSCH transmitted in each of CC1, CC2 and CC3, i.e., the CCs carrying
PUSCH. However, in other embodiments, only CQI/PMI or only RI is piggybacked on the PUSCH transmitted in the CCs
carrying the PUSCH.
[0112] In an embodiment of this disclosure, a UE is scheduled to transmit a periodic report CQI/PMI/RI in subframe
n, which has been configured by a RRC signaling. In addition, the UE is scheduled to transmit PUSCHs in at least one
UL CCs in the same subframe n.
[0113] In one method of multiplexing CQI/PMI/RI transmissions and UL data transmissions in subframe n (denoted
as method 2-1), the UE piggybacks CQI/PMI/RI in one of the at least one UL CCs in which the UE is scheduled to
transmit the PUSCH in subframe n, according to a CC selection rule. Some examples of the CC selection rule are:

(CC selection rule 1-1) an UL CC scheduled PUSCH with a highest MCS among the UL CCs scheduled PUSCH in
subframe n is selected;
(CC selection rule 1-2) an UL CC scheduled PUSCH with a lowest CC-ID among the UL CCs scheduled PUSCH
in subframe n is selected; and
(CC selection rule 1-3) an UL CC scheduled PUSCH with a lowest carrier frequency among the UL CCs scheduled
PUSCH in subframe n is selected.

[0114] In an embodiment of method 2-1, a UE is configured to receive/transmit up to 3 DL-UL pairs of aggregated
CCs, CC1, CC2 and CC3, and receives three UL grants in CC1, CC2 and CC3. In particular embodiments, both CQI/PMI
and RI are piggybacked on the PUSCH transmitted in CC1, which is the selected CC carrying CQI/PMI/RI piggybacked
on the PUSCH according to a rule. However, in other embodiments, only CQI/PMI or only RI is piggybacked on the
PUSCH transmitted in the selected CC.
[0115] In another method of multiplexing CQI/PMI/RI transmissions and UL data transmissions in subframe n (denoted
as method 2-2), the UE chooses a transmission scheme of CQI/PMI/RI in subframe n by a rule, which depends on a
whether the UE receives an UL grant scheduling PUSCH in the UL PCC or not. One example rule is if the UE receives
an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC in subframe n, the UE piggybacks CQI/PMI/RI in the PUSCH in the
UL PCC. Otherwise, the UE transmits CQI/PMI/RI in the PUCCH in the PCC.
[0116] In this example rule, CQI/PMI/RI is never transmitted in the secondary component carriers (SCCs).
[0117] In an embodiment of method 2-2, a UE is configured to receive/transmit up to 2 DL-UL pairs of aggregated
CCs, CC1 and CC2. When an UL grant is received scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC, CQI/PMI/RI is piggybacked.
Otherwise, CQI/PMI/RI is transmitted in the PUCCH in the PCC. In particular embodiments, both CQI/PMI and RI are
piggybacked on the PUSCH in CC1, or transmitted in the PUCCH in CC1. However, in other embodiments, only CQI/PMI
or only RI is piggybacked on the PUSCH in CC1, or transmitted in the PUCCH in CC1. Furthermore, in particular
embodiments, it is assumed that A/N is transmitted as in the same way as CQI/PMI/RI is transmitted, i.e., if there is an
UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC, A/N is piggybacked in the PUSCH transmitted in the UL PCC. Otherwise,
A/N is transmitted in the PUCCH in the UL PCC. However, one of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that other A/N
multiplexing schemes can also be used for A/N multiplexing.
[0118] When one or two A/N bits and CQI/PMI/RI are multiplexed in the PUCCH in the UL PCC, PUCCH format 2b
is used for the multiplexing of A/N and CQI/PMI/RI according to Rel-8 LTE method. On the other hand, when a number
of A/N bits to be transmitted is three or four, again PUCCH format 2b structure is used for multiplexing CQI/PMI/RI and
A/N, having five SC-FDM symbols for CQI/PMI/RI and two SC-FDM symbols for A/N in each slot of a subframe. However,
each slot carries one QPSK symbol conveying two A/N bits (denoted by PUCCH format 2c): two A/N bits are QPSK-
modulated, and the QPSK symbol is multiplied to the DM RS sequence transmitted in the second DM RS SC-FDM
symbol in the first slot of subframe n. The other two A/N bits are QPSK-modulated, and the QPSK symbol is multiplied
to the DM RS sequence transmitted in the second DM RS SC-FDM symbol in the second slot of subframe n.
[0119] In another method of multiplexing CQI/PMI/RI transmissions and UL data transmissions in subframe n (denoted
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as method 2-3), the UE piggybacks CQI/PMI/RI in all of the at least one UL CCs in which the UE is scheduled to transmit
the PUSCH in subframe n.
[0120] In an embodiment of method 2-3, a UE is configured to receive/transmit up to 3 DL-UL pairs of aggregated
CCs, CC1, CC2 and CC3, and receives three UL grants in CC1, CC2 and CC3. In particular embodiments, both CQI/PMI
and RI are piggybacked on the PUSCHs transmitted in CC1, CC2 and CC3, which are all the CCs carrying the PUSCH
with piggybacking CQI/PMI/RI. However, in other embodiments, only CQI/PMI or only RI is piggybacked on the PUSCH
transmitted in each of these CCs.
[0121] In embodiments of this disclosure, a UE selects a PUSCH carrying data with the highest spectral efficiency
among PUSCHs scheduled in a subframe, and piggybacks UCI (CQI/PMI/RI/HARQ-ACK) only in the selected PUSCH.
In particular embodiments, to determine the PUSCH with the highest spectral efficiency, the UE first reads UL grants
scheduling PUSCHs in the subframe, and determines the transmission ranks, modulation formats and TB sizes of the
scheduled PUSCHs. The transmission rank refers to a number of streams (or DMRS antenna ports, or layers) to be
transmitted in a subframe by a UE. The UE then determines the PUSCH with the highest spectral efficiency based at
least partly upon a rule.
[0122] In one example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH with the highest rank, among all the scheduled PUSCHs in the
subframe.
[0123] When there are multiple PUSCHs with the same highest rank, a tie-breaking rule is used. Some example tie-
breaking rules are:

- the UE selects a PUSCH carried in a CC with the smallest CC ID, among all the PUSCHs with the highest rank;
- the UE selects a PUSCH carried in a CC with the smallest carrier frequency, among all the PUSCHs with the highest

rank;
- the UE selects a PUSCH carried in a PCC if PCC has an UL grant in the subframe;
- the UE selects a PUSCH carrying the largest number of information bits per physical resource block (PRB), among

all the PUSCHs with the highest rank. In a particular embodiment, the number of information bits per PRB carried
in a PUSCH is a sum of at most two TB sizes corresponding to at most two TBs, divided by the number of physical
resource blocks (PRBs). In other words, the number of information bits per PRB carried in PUSCH i is calculated
as shown in Equation 9 below: 

the UE selects a PUSCH carrying a CW with the largest number of information bits per PRB, among all the PUSCHs
with the highest rank. In a particular embodiment, the number of information bits in a CW per PRB carried in a
PUSCH is a TB size corresponding to a CW, divided by the number of PRBs. In other words, the number of information
bits in CW q per PRB carried in PUSCH i is calculated as shown in Equation 10 below: 

[0124] In another example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH carrying the largest number of information bits per PRB,
among all the scheduled PUSCHs in the subframe. In a particular embodiment, the number of information bits per PRB
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carried in a PUSCH is a sum of two TB sizes corresponding to two TBs, divided by the number of PRBs. In other words,
the number of information bits per PRB carried in PUSCH i is calculated as shown in Equation 11 below: 

[0125] In another example rule, the UE selects a CW (or a TB) with the highest initial MCS and a PUSCH carrying the
CW, among all the CWs (or TBs) to be transmitted in the subframe.
[0126] When a PUSCH is selected for UCI multiplexing, CQI/PMI and HARQ-ACK/RI are multiplexed with the UL-
SCH in the PUSCH, according to a method.
[0127] In one example method, CQI/PMI is carried in a CW in the PUSCH with a higher initial-transmission MCS, and
HARQ-ACK/RI is carried in all the CWs in the PUSCH.
[0128] In another example method, CQI/PMI is carried in a fixed CW (e.g., a first CW, or CW 0) in the PUSCH, and
HARQ-ACK/RI is carried in all the CWs in the PUSCH.
[0129] In one example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH with the highest rank, among all the scheduled PUSCHs in the
subframe. This can be described by Equation 12 below, where k* is the index of the PUSCH to carry UCI: 

where r(k) is a transmission rank (or a number of transmission layers) of the PUSCH k.
[0130] Other examples of tie-breaking rules are:

- the UE selects a PUSCH carrying the largest number of information bits per resource element (RE) in all the
transmission layers, among all the scheduled PUSCHs in the subframe. In a particular embodiment, the number of
information bits per RE in all the transmission layers carried in a PUSCH is a sum of two TB sizes corresponding
to two TBs, divided by the total number of REs in each transmission layer. In other words, the number of information
bits per RE in all the transmission layers carried in PUSCH k is calculated as shown in Equation 13 below:

where the number of PUSCH subcarriers  the number of codeblocks in TB1 and TB2
C1(k) and C2(k), and the number of information bits in the r-th codeblock in TB1 and TB2, Kr,1(k) and Kr,2(k) are obtained

from the initial PDCCH for the same transport block; and

- the UE selects a PUSCH carrying a CW with the largest number of information bits per RE in all the transmission
layers corresponding to the CW, among all the PUSCHs with the highest rank. In a particular embodiment, the
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number of information bits in a CW per RE in all the transmission layers corresponding to the CW is a TB size
corresponding to the CW, divided by the total number of REs in each transmission layer. In other words, the number
of information bits in CW q per RE carried in PUSCH k is calculated as shown in Equation 14 below:

[0131] In another example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH carrying the largest number of information bits per RE in all
the transmission layers, among all the scheduled PUSCHs in the subframe. This can be described by Equation 15 below,
where k* is the index of the PUSCH to carry UCI:

where SE(k) is a number of information bits per RE in all the transmission layers of PUSCH k.
[0132] In a particular embodiment, the number of information bits per RE in all the transmission layers carried in a
PUSCH is a sum of up to two TB sizes corresponding to two TBs, divided by the number of REs in each transmission
layer. In other words, the number of information bits per RE in all the transmission layers carried in PUSCH k is calculated
as shown in Equation 16 below: 

where the number of PUSCH subcarriers  the number of codeblocks in TB1 and TB2
C1(k) and C2(k), and the number of information bits in the r-th codeblock in TB1 and TB2, and Kr,1(k) and Kr,2(k) are

obtained from the initial PDCCH for the same transport block. Ncw(k) is the number of TBs (or CWs) in PUSCH k.
[0133] In another example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH carrying the largest average number of information bits per
RE, averaged over all the transmission layers, among all the scheduled PUSCHs in the subframe. In a particular em-
bodiment, this can be described by Equation 17 below, where k* is the index of the PUSCH to carry UCI: 

where SE’(k) is an average number of information bits per RE of PUSCH k.
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[0134] In a particular embodiment, the average number of information bits per RE carried in a PUSCH is a sum of up
to two TB sizes corresponding to two TBs, divided by the total number of REs in all the transmission layers. In other
words, the average number of information bits per RE carried in PUSCH k is calculated as shown in Equation 18 below: 

where the number of PUSCH subcarriers  the number of codeblocks in TB1 and TB2
C1(k) and C2(k), and the number of information bits in the r-th codeblock in TB1 and TB2, Kr,1(k) and Kr,2(k) are obtained

from the initial PDCCH for the same transport block. Ncw(k) is the number of TBs (or CWs), and NL(k) is the number of

transmission layers (or transmission rank) in PUSCH k.
[0135] In another example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH whose average MCS is the largest. In a particular embodiment,
this can be described by Equation 19 below, where k* is the index of the PUSCH to carry UCI: 

where MCSavg(k) is obtained by taking the average of up to two initial MCS’s corresponding to up to two TBs carried in
PUSCH k.
[0136] In another example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH whose sum MCS is the largest. In a particular embodiment,
this can be described by Equation 20 below, where k* is the index of the PUSCH to carry UCI: 

where MCSsum(k) is obtained by taking the sum of up to two initial MCS’s corresponding to up to two TBs carried in
PUSCH k.
[0137] In another example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH carrying a CW with the largest number of information bits
per RE in all the transmission layers corresponding to the CW, among all the PUSCHs with the highest rank. In a particular
embodiment, this can be described by Equation 21 below, where k* is the index of the PUSCH to carry UCI: 

where SE(k,q) is a number of information bits per RE in all the transmission layers corresponding to a CW of PUSCH k.
[0138] In a particular embodiment, the number of information bits in a CW per RE in all the transmission layers
corresponding to the CW is a TB size corresponding to the CW, divided by the total number of REs in each transmission
layer. In other words, the number of information bits in CW q per PRB carried in PUSCH k is calculated as shown in
Equation 22 below: 
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[0139] In another example rule, the UE selects a PUSCH carrying the largest number of information bits per RE
summed over all the transmission layers. In particular embodiments, the number of bits per RE summed over all the
transmission layers are calculated as follows:

Option 1: (# of information bits per RE summed over all the layers)i = (NL1SE1 + NL2SE2)i,
where NL1 and NL2 are numbers of layers corresponding to CW0 (or TB1) and CW1 (TB2), respectively, and
SE1 and SE2 are the spectral efficiency per layer calculated through the initial MCS’s for TB1 and TB2. For example,
SE1 is calculated as shown in Equation 23 below:

where the number of PUSCH subcarriers  the number of codeblocks in TB1 C1, and the

number of information bits in the r-th codeblock in TB1 Kr,1 are obtained from the initial PDCCH for the same transport

block.
Option 2: (# of information bits per RE summed over all the CWs)i = (SE1+SE2)i,
where SE1 and SE2 are the spectral efficiency per layer calculated through the initial MCS’s for TB1 and TB2. For
example, SE1 is calculated as shown in Equation 24 below: 

where the number of PUSCH subcarriers  the number of codeblocks in TB1 C1, and the

number of information bits in the r-th codeblock in TB1 Kr,1 are obtained from the initial PDCCH for the same transport

block.

[0140] Option 2 is motivated from the observation that CW1 and CW2 would always use the same transmission power
under the agreed LTE-A UL MIMO codebook.
[0141] In another example rule, the UE selects a CW (or a TB) with the highest initial MCS and a PUSCH carrying the
CW, among all the CWs (or TBs) to be transmitted in the subframe.
[0142] When a PUSCH is selected for UCI multiplexing, CQI/PMI and HARQ-ACK/RI are multiplexed with the UL-
SCH in the PUSCH, according to a method.
[0143] In one example method, CQI/PMI is carried in a CW in the PUSCH with a higher initial-transmission MCS.
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HARQ-ACK/RI is carried in all the CWs in the PUSCH.
[0144] In another example method, CQI/PMI is carried in a fixed CW (e.g., a first CW, or CW 0) in the PUSCH. HARQ-
ACK/RI is carried in all the CWs in the PUSCH.
[0145] In an embodiment of this disclosure, a UE selects a PUSCH that would use the least number of REs for HARQ-
ACK (or alternatively, RI), and piggybacks UCI (CQI/PMI/RI/HARQ-ACK) only in the selected PUSCH. Particular em-
bodiments can be described by Equation 25 below, where k* is the index of PUSCH to carry UCI: 

where Q’(k) is the number of REs that would be used for HARQ-ACK (or alternatively RI), in case PUSCH k is selected
for UCI transmission. In calculating Q’(k) for each scheduled PUSCH, the UE assumes a common UCI payload and a
common UCI type. In one example, the UE assumes 1-bit HARQ-ACK for the calculation. In another example, the UE
assumes O-bit HARQ-ACK, where O is the number of HARQ-ACK bits to be transported in the subframe.
[0146] In a particular embodiment, when PUSCH k is commanded to do SIMO transmission by a corresponding UL
grant, the number of REs carrying O-bit HARQ-ACK is calculated as shown in Equation 26 below:

[0147] In particular embodiments,  which is determined according
to 3GPP Technical Specification No. 36.213, version 8.5.0, "E-UTRA, Physical Layer Procedures", December 2008.

[0148] The number of PUSCH subcarriers  the number of codeblocks in the trans-
mitted TB C(k), and the number of information bits in the r-th codeblock Kr(k) are obtained from the initial PDCCH for

the same transport block.
[0149] When PUSCH k is commanded to do MIMO transmission (or 2-TB or 2-CW transmission) by a corresponding
UL grant, the number of REs to carry O-bit HARQ-ACK or RI is calculated according to a method. Some example methods
are listed below.
[0150] Method 1: The number of REs Q’(k) is the total number of REs to be used for O-bit HARQ-ACK or RI, calculated

by summing up all the HARQ-ACK or RI REs across all the transmission layers. Assuming that  is the
number of REs to be used for HARQ-ACK in one layer, the total number of REs Q’(k) is

 Some example options are listed below.
[0151] Option 1-1 as shown in Equation 27 below:
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where  which is determined according to 3GPP Technical Specifi-
cation No. 36.213, version 8.5.0, "E-UTRA, Physical Layer Procedures", December 2008.

[0152] The number of PUSCH subcarriers  the number of codeblocks in TB1 and TB2
C1(k) and C2(k), and the number of information bits in the r-th codeblock in TB1 and TB2, Kr,1(k) and Kr,2(k) are obtained

from the initial PDCCH for the same transport block. NL(k) is the total number of transmission layers (or transmission

rank) in the PUSCH k.
[0153] Option 1-2 as shown in Equation 28 below:

where  and

 each of which is determined according to 3GPP Technical Spec-
ification No. 36.213, version 8.5.0, "E-UTRA, Physical Layer Procedures", December 2008.
[0154] Option 1-3 as shown in Equation 29 below:
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where βoffset can be dependent on rank.
[0155] Method 2: The number of REs Q’(k) is the number of REs to be used for O-bit HARQ-ACK or RI in each
transmission layer. This method is motivated because the total number of HARQ-ACK REs transmitted with full power

equals the number in each layer. Assuming that  is the number of REs to be used for HARQ-ACK in one

layer, the total number of REs Q’(k) is  Q’(k)
[0156] Option 2-1 as shown in Equation 30 below:

[0157] Option 2-2 as shown in Equation 31 below:

[0158] Option 2-3 as shown in Equation 32 below:
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where βoffset can be dependent on rank.
[0159] Note that the Q’(k) calculated according to Method 2 is 1/ NL(k) of the Q’(k) calculated according to Method 1.
[0160] When an aperiodic CQI report is requested for a subframe for a UE, the UE transmits CQI/PMI/RI in a PUSCH
scheduled by an UL grant. When a periodic CQI reporting is scheduled in the same subframe, the periodic CQI report
would have redundant information, and hence it is proposed that the UE drop the periodic CQI reporting and transmit
aperiodic CQI reporting only. On the other hand, when A/N feedback is scheduled in the same subframe, it is not desired
to drop A/N as A/N carries important information used for HARQ process. Two options of transmitting A/N can be
considered: (option 1) A/N is piggybacked in a PUSCH, or (option 2) A/N is transmitted in the PUCCH in the UL PCC.
When option 2 is used, some negative impacts can arise, such as peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) may increase,
and/or intermodulation distortion (IMD) may worsen. When option 1 is used, data throughput can be reduced as some
of the data REs are overwritten with A/N modulation symbols. Considering the pros and cons of option 1 and option 2,
a few methods are provided to instruct a UE to switch between these two options.
[0161] When no aperiodic CQI reports are requested for a subframe for a UE, the UE can have A/N and/or periodic
CQI/PMI/RI to transmit in the subframe. When there is no PUSCH grants for the subframe, the UE sends A/N and/or
periodic CQI/PMI/RI in PUCCH in the PCC. However, there is at least one PUSCH grant for the subframe. Two options
of transmitting A/N and/or periodic CQI/PMI/RI can be considered: (option 1) A/N and/or periodic CQI/PMI/RI is piggy-
backed in a PUSCH, or (option 2) A/N and/or CQI/PMI/RI is transmitted in the PUCCH in the PCC. When option 2 is
used, some negative impacts can arise, such as peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) may increase, and/or intermod-
ulation distortion (IMD) may worsen. When option 1 is used, data throughput can be reduced as some of the data REs
are overwritten with A/N modulation symbols. Considering the pros and cons of option 1 and option 2, a few methods
are provided to instruct a UE to switch between these two options.
[0162] In this disclosure, for UCI multiplexing in the PUSCH in carrier aggregations, the following three methods are
considered.
[0163] In one method (denoted as method 1), PUSCH + PUCCH is not configured. In such an embodiment, UCI is
piggybacked on only one PUSCH.
[0164] In another method (denoted as method 2), PUSCH + PUCCH is configured, and the PUSCH + PUCCH con-
figuration is followed. In such an embodiment, UCI is separately transmitted in the PUCCH, and only UL-SCH data is
transmitted in the PUSCH.
[0165] In another method (denoted by method 3), PUSCH + PUCCH is configured, and the PUSCH + PUCCH con-
figuration is overridden. In such an embodiment, if an UL primary component carrier (UL PCC) has a PUSCH grant, UCI
is separately transmitted in the PUCCH in the PCC, and only UL-SCH data is transmitted in the PUSCH in the PCC. If
the UL PCC does not have a PUSCH grant and at least one UL SCC has a PUSCH grant, UCI is piggybacked on only
one PUSCH scheduled in one of the at least one UL SCC.
[0166] In embodiments of this disclosure, a RRC signaling indicates one method out of at least two methods from the
above three methods. In particular embodiments, a RRC IE used for this indication is denoted as UCIPiggybackConfig-
uration IE. UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE determines how a UE transmits UCI when UCI and data are simultaneously
scheduled in the same subframe.
[0167] In one example, UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE indicates one method between two methods as shown in Table
1 below:

Table 1

UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE UCI multiplexing method

0 method 1
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[0168] In another example, UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE indicates one method between three methods as shown
in Table 2 below:

[0169] In one example, UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE indicates one method between two methods as shown in Table
3 below:

[0170] An embodiment is considered where method 1 is indicated by the RRC signaling, i.e., UCI piggyback on only
one PUSCH, or where the RRC does not convey UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE to a UE. In such an embodiment, if the
UE receives one UL grant with CQI request = 1 scheduling a PUSCH and an aperiodic CQI report in an UL CC in a
subframe, the UE would piggyback UCI on the PUSCH to carry an aperiodic CQI report in the UL CC in the subframe.
If the UE does not receive any UL grants with CQI request = 1 but the UE receives an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC, the UE piggybacks UCI in the PUSCH in the UL PCC. If the UE receives neither any UL grants with CQI
request = 1 nor an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE piggybacks UCI in the PUSCH in one of the
UL SCCs to carry PUSCH in the subframe, according to a rule.
[0171] FIGURE 7 illustrates a method 700 of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to an em-
bodiment of this disclosure.
[0172] As shown in FIGURE 7, a UE receives one or more UL grants scheduling the PUSCH in the UL CC i for subframe
n (block 701). The UE determines if only one of the UL grants for subframe n has a CQI-request with a particular value,
such as 1, 01, 10, or 11 (block 703). If the UE determines that one or more of the UL grants have a CQI-request with
the particular value, the UE piggybacks A/N with an aperiodic channel state information (CSI) report transmitted in the
PUSCH in UL CC i (block 705). The CSI report contains, for example, CQI/PMI/RI information. Only UL CC i will be used
for UCI transmission. If a periodic CSI report is scheduled in the same subframe as the aperiodic CSI report, the UE
drops the periodic CSI report. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0173] If the UE determines that none of the UL grants have a CQI-request with the particular value, the UE determines
if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has been received (block 707). If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has been received, the UE piggybacks A/N and/or periodic CSI on the PUSCH in the PCC (block 709).
Only the UL PCC will be used for CSI transmission. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0174] If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has not been received, the UE piggybacks A/N and/or
periodic CSI on a PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs having PUSCH scheduled, where the SCC is selected according to a
rule, e.g., highest MCS, smallest UL CC number, smallest carrier frequency UL CC, etc. (block 711). CSI is not transmitted
any where else.
[0175] FIGURE 8 illustrates a method 800 of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to another
embodiment of this disclosure.
[0176] As shown in FIGURE 8, a UE receives one or more UL grants scheduling the PUSCH in the UL CC i for subframe
n (block 801). The UE determines if only one of the UL grants for subframe n has a CQI-request with a particular value,
such as 1, 01, 10, or 11 (block 803). If the UE determines that only one of the UL grants has a CQI-request with the
particular value, the UE piggybacks A/N with an aperiodic CSI report transmitted in the PUSCH in UL CC i (block 805).

(continued)

UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE UCI multiplexing method

1 method 2

Table 2

UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE UCI multiplexing method

0 method 1

1 method 2

2 method 3

Table 3

UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE UCI multiplexing method

0 method 1

1 method 3
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Only UL CC i will be used for CSI transmission. If a periodic CSI report is scheduled in the same subframe as the
aperiodic CSI report, the UE drops the periodic CSI report. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0177] If the UE determines that none of the UL grants have a CQI-request with the particular value, the UE determines
if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has been received (block 807). If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has been received, the UE piggybacks A/N and/or a periodic CSI report on the PUSCH in the PCC (block
809). Only the UL PCC will be used for CSI transmission. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0178] If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has not been received, the UE transmits A/N and/or a
periodic CSI report in a PUCCH in the UL PCC (block 811). CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0179] An embodiment is considered where method 2 is indicated by the RRC signaling, i.e., UCI or CSI is separately
transmitted in the PUCCH and only the UL-SCH data is transmitted in PUSCHs. If the UE receives one UL grant with
CQI request = 1 scheduling a PUSCH and an aperiodic CSI report in an UL CC in a subframe, two UE behaviors can
be considered. In one option, the UE transmits CSI in the PUCCH in the UL PCC. In another option, the UE piggybacks
CSI on the PUSCH to carry an aperiodic CSI report in the UL CC in the subframe. If the UE does not receive any UL
grants with CQI request = 1 but receives an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE transmits UCI or CSI
in the PUCCH in the UL PCC. If the UE receives neither any UL grants with CQI request = 1 nor an UL grant scheduling
a PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE piggybacks UCI or CSI in the PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs to carry the PUSCH in
the subframe according to a rule.
[0180] FIGURE 9 illustrates a method 900 of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to yet another
embodiment of this disclosure.
[0181] As shown in FIGURE 9, a UE receives one or more UL grants scheduling the PUSCH in the UL CC i for subframe
n (block 901). The UE determines if only one of the UL grants for subframe n has a CQI-request with a particular value,
such as 1, 01, 10, or 11 (block 903). If the UE determines that only one of the UL grants have a CQI-request with the
particular value, the UE piggybacks an aperiodic CSI report on a PUSCH scheduled by an UL grant with a CQI-request
with the particular value, and transmits A/N in a PUCCH in the PCC (block 905). If a periodic CSI report is scheduled in
the same subframe as the aperiodic CSI report, the UE drops the periodic CSI report. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0182] If the UE determines that none of the UL grants have a CQI-request with the particular value, the UE determines
if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has been received (block 907). If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has been received, the UE transmits A/N and/or a periodic CSI report on a PUCCH in the UL PCC (block
909). CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0183] If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has not been received, the UE piggybacks A/N and/or a
periodic CSI report on a PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs having PUSCH scheduled, where the SCC is selected according
to a rule, e.g., highest MCS, smallest UL CC number, smallest carrier frequency UL CC, etc. (block 911). CSI is not
transmitted any where else.
[0184] FIGURE 10 illustrates a method 1000 of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to a further
embodiment of this disclosure.
[0185] As shown in FIGURE 10, a UE receives one or more UL grants scheduling the PUSCH in the UL CC i for
subframe n (block 1001). The UE determines if only one of the UL grants for subframe n have a CQI-request with a
particular value, such as 1, 01, 10, or 11 (block 1003). If the UE determines that only one of the UL grants have a CQI-
request with the particular value, the UE piggybacks A/N and aperiodic CSI report on a PUSCH scheduled by an UL
grant with a CQI-request with the particular value (block 1005). If a periodic CSI report is scheduled in the same subframe
as the aperiodic CSI report, the UE drops the periodic CSI report. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0186] If the UE determines that none of the UL grants have a CQI-request with the particular value, the UE determines
if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has been received (block 1007). If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has been received, the UE transmits A/N and/or a periodic CSI report on a PUCCH in the UL PCC (block
1009). CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0187] If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has not been received, the UE piggybacks A/N and/or a
periodic CSI report on a PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs having PUSCH scheduled, where the SCC is selected according
to a rule, e.g., highest MCS, smallest UL CC number, smallest carrier frequency UL CC, etc. (block 1011). CSI is not
transmitted any where else.
[0188] An embodiment is considered where method 3 is indicated by the RRC signaling. If the PCC has an UL grant,
CSI or UCI is separately transmitted in the PUCCH and only UL-SCH data is transmitted in a PUSCH in the PCC.
Otherwise, CSI or UCI is piggybacked on one of the PUSCHs transmitted in the SCCs. If the UE receives an UL grant
with CQI request = 1 scheduling a PUSCH and an aperiodic CSI report in the UL PCC in a subframe, the UE transmits
A/N in the PUCCH in the UL PCC. If the UE receives an UL grant with CQI request = 1 scheduling a PUSCH and an
aperiodic CSI report in an UL SCC in a subframe, the UE piggybacks A/N in the PUSCH in the UL SCC. If the UE does
not receive any UL grants with CQI request = 1 but receives an UL grant scheduling the PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE
transmits CSI or UCI in the PUCCH in the UL PCC. If the UE receives neither any UL grants with CQI request = 1 nor
an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC, the UE piggybacks CSI in the PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs to carry
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the PUSCH in the subframe according to a rule.
[0189] FIGURE 11 illustrates a method 1100 of operating a user equipment or subscriber station according to yet a
further embodiment of this disclosure.
[0190] As shown in FIGURE 11, a UE receives one or more UL grants scheduling the PUSCH in the UL CC i for
subframe n (block 1101). The UE determines if only one of the UL grants for subframe n have a CQI-request with a
particular value, such as 1, 01, 10, or 11 (block 1103). If the UE determines that only one of the UL grants have a CQI-
request with the particular value, the UE determines if the UL grant with a CQI-request having the particular value is for
scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC (block 1105).
[0191] If the UL grant with a CQI-request having the particular value is for scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC (block
1105), the UE piggybacks an aperiodic CSI report on a PUSCH scheduled by an UL grant with a CQI-request with the
particular value, and transmits A/N in a PUCCH in the PCC (block 1107). If a periodic CSI report is scheduled in the
same subframe as the aperiodic CSI report, the UE drops the periodic CSI report. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0192] If there are no UL grants with a CQI-request having the particular value are for scheduling a PUSCH in the UL
PCC (block 1105), the UE piggybacks A/N and an aperiodic CSI report on a PUSCH scheduled by an UL grant with a
CQI-request with the particular value (block 1109). If a periodic CSI report is scheduled in the same subframe as the
aperiodic CSI report, the UE drops the periodic CSI report. CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0193] If none of the UL grants for subframe n have a CQI-request with the particular value, the UE determines if an
UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has been received (block 1111). If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in
the UL PCC has been received, the UE transmits A/N and/or a periodic CSI report on a PUCCH in the UL PCC (block
1113). CSI is not transmitted any where else.
[0194] If an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH in the UL PCC has not been received, the UE piggybacks A/N and/or a
periodic CSI report on a PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs having PUSCH scheduled, where the SCC is selected according
to a rule, e.g., highest MCS, smallest UL CC number, smallest carrier frequency UL CC, etc. (block 1115). CSI is not
transmitted any where else.
[0195] In embodiments of this disclosure, a UE piggybacks A/N on the PUSCH where an aperiodic CSI report is
transmitted whenever there is an UL grant with CQI request = 1, regardless of whether UCIPiggybackConfiguration IE
is RRC-signalled or not.
[0196] FIGURE 12 illustrates a method 1200 of operating an eNodeB or base station according to an embodiment of
this disclosure.
[0197] As shown in FIGURE 12, a base station selects one of a first uplink control information (UCI) multiplexing
method that allows a subscriber station to simultaneously transmit physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) and physical
uplink control channel (PUCCH) and a second UCI multiplexing method that does not allow the subscriber station to
simultaneously transmit PUSCH and PUCCH, transmits a higher layer signal indicating the one selected UCI multiplexing
method to the subscriber station, and transmits one or more uplink grants to the subscriber station (block 1201). Each
of the one or more uplink grants schedules a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier (UL CC) for a subframe n to the
subscriber station, and each of the one or more uplink grants carries a channel quality information (CQI) request.
[0198] If only one UL grant of the one or more uplink grants for subframe n has a CQI-request with a particular value,
such as 1, 01, 10, or 11 (block 1203), the base station receives A/N piggybacked with an aperiodic CSI report transmitted
in the PUSCH in UL CC i by the subscriber station (block 1205).
[0199] If the UL grant does not have a CQI-request with the particular value, and if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has been transmitted by the base station to the subscriber station (block 1207), the base station receives
A/N and/or a periodic CSI report piggybacked on the PUSCH in the PCC from the subscriber station (block 1209).
[0200] If the UL grant does not have a CQI-request with the particular value, and if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has not been transmitted by the base station to the subscriber station (block 1207), the base station
receives A/N and/or a periodic CSI report piggybacked on a PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs having PUSCH scheduled
from the subscriber station, where the SCC is selected according to a rule, e.g., highest MCS, smallest UL CC number,
smallest carrier frequency UL CC, etc. (block 1211).
[0201] FIGURE 13 illustrates a method 1300 of operating an eNodeB or base station according to another embodiment
of this disclosure.
[0202] As shown in FIGURE 13, a base station selects one of a first uplink control information (UCI) multiplexing
method that allows a subscriber station to simultaneously transmit physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) and physical
uplink control channel (PUCCH) and a second UCI multiplexing method that does not allow the subscriber station to
simultaneously transmit PUSCH and PUCCH, transmits a higher layer signal indicating the one selected UCI multiplexing
method to the subscriber station, and transmits one or more uplink grants to the subscriber station (block 1301). Each
of the one or more uplink grants schedules a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier (UL CC) for a subframe n to the
subscriber station, and each of the one or more uplink grants carries a channel quality information (CQI) request.
[0203] If only one UL grant of the one or more uplink grants for subframe n has a CQI-request with a particular value,
such as 1, 01, 10, or 11 (block 1303), the base station receives A/N and an aperiodic CSI report piggybacked on a
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PUSCH scheduled by the UL grant from the subscriber station (block 1305).
[0204] If the UL grant does not have a CQI-request with the particular value, and if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has been transmitted by the base station (block 1307), the base station receives A/N and/or a periodic
CSI report on a PUCCH in the UL PCC from the subscriber station (block 1309).
[0205] If the UL grant does not have a CQI-request with the particular value, and if an UL grant scheduling a PUSCH
in the UL PCC has not been transmitted by the base station (block 1307), the base station receives A/N and/or a periodic
CSI report piggybacked on a PUSCH in one of the UL SCCs having PUSCH scheduled from the subscriber station,
where the SCC is selected according to a rule, e.g., highest MCS, smallest UL CC number, smallest carrier frequency
UL CC, etc. (block 1311).
[0206] A base station may be provided. The base station may include a transmit path circuitry configured to select
one of a first uplink control information (UCI) multiplexing method that allows a subscriber station to simultaneously
transmit physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) and physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) and a second UCI
multiplexing method that does not allow the subscriber station to simultaneously transmit PUSCH and PUCCH. The
transmit path circuitry also may be configured to transmit a higher layer signal indicating the one selected UCI multiplexing
method to the subscriber station, and transmit one or more uplink grants to the subscriber station. Each of the one or
more uplink grants may schedule a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier (UL CC) for a subframe n to the subscriber
station, and each of the one or more uplink grants may carry a channel quality information (CQI) request. The base
station may also include a receive path circuitry configured to receive an aperiodic channel state information (CSI) report
transmitted by the subscriber station on the PUSCH in the uplink component carrier i when only one uplink grant of the
one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value
from a set of values. When acknowledgement/negative acknowledgement (ACK/NACK) information is scheduled in the
same subframe n and when the one selected UCI multiplexing method is the first UCI multiplexing method, the ACK/NACK
information may also be transmitted by the subscriber station on the PUSCH transmitted in the uplink component carrier i.
[0207] For example, when the one selected UCI multiplexing method is the first UCI multiplexing method, when none
of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a
value from the set of values, and when at least one of the one or more uplink grants schedules the PUSCH in an uplink
primary component carrier (UL PCC), the receive path circuitry is configured to receive at least one of ACK/NACK
information and a periodic CSI report from the subscriber station on the PUSCH in the UL PCC when the subscriber
station is scheduled to transmit the at least one of ACK/NACK information and a periodic CSI report, wherein when the
one selected UCI multiplexing method is the second UCI multiplexing method, when none of the one or more uplink
grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values,
and when at least one of the one or more uplink grants schedules the PUSCH in an uplink primary component carrier
(UL PCC), the receive path circuitry is configured to receive at least one of ACK/NACK information and a periodic CSI
report from the subscriber station on the PUCCH in the UL PCC when the subscriber station is scheduled to transmit
the at least one of ACK/NACK information and a periodic CSI report.
[0208] For example, when the aperiodic CSI report is scheduled in a same subframe n as a periodic CSI report, the
receive path circuitry is configured to receive only the aperiodic CSI report.
[0209] For example, when none of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier
i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values, when at least one of the one or more uplink grants schedules
the PUSCH in an uplink secondary component carrier (UL SCC), and when none of the one or more uplink grants
schedules the PUSCH in an uplink primary component carrier (UL PCC), the receive path circuitry is configured to
receive at least one of ACK/NACK information and a periodic CSI report from the subscriber station on the PUSCH in
an UL SCC having a smallest UL CC number when the subscriber station is scheduled to transmit the at least one of
ACK/NACK information and the periodic CSI report.
[0210] For example, when only one uplink grant of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink
component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values and when the one selected UCI multiplexing
method is the second UCI multiplexing method, the receive path circuitry is configured to receive ACK/NACK information
in a PUCCH in a primary component carrier (PCC).
[0211] For example, when only one uplink grant of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink
component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values and when the one selected UCI multiplexing
method is the second UCI multiplexing method, the receive path circuitry configured to receive the aperiodic CSI report
and ACK/NACK information on the PUSCH transmitted in the uplink component carrier i.
[0212] A method of operating a base station may be provided. The method may include selecting one of a first uplink
control information (UCI) multiplexing method that allows a subscriber station to simultaneously transmit physical uplink
shared channel (PUSCH) and physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) and a second UCI multiplexing method that
does not allow the subscriber station to simultaneously transmit PUSCH and PUCCH. The method may also include
transmitting a higher layer signal indicating the one selected UCI multiplexing method to the subscriber station, and
transmitting one or more uplink grants to the subscriber station. Each of the one or more uplink grants schedules a
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PUSCH in an uplink component carrier (UL CC) for a subframe n to the subscriber station, and each of the one or more
uplink grants carries a channel quality information (CQI) request. The method may further include receiving an aperiodic
channel state information (CSI) report on the PUSCH transmitted by the subscriber station in the uplink component
carrier i when only one uplink grant of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier
i carries a CQI request having a value from a set of values. When acknowledgement/negative acknowledgement
(ACK/NACK) information is scheduled in the same subframe n and when the one selected UCI multiplexing method is
the first UCI multiplexing method, the ACK/NACK information may also be transmitted by the subscriber station on the
PUSCH transmitted in the uplink component carrier i.
[0213] For example, the method further comprises when the one selected UCI multiplexing method is the first UCI
multiplexing method, when none of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier
i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values, and when at least one of the one or more uplink grants
schedules the PUSCH in an uplink primary component carrier (UL PCC), receiving at least one of ACK/NACK information
and a periodic CSI report from the subscriber station on the PUSCH in the UL PCC when the subscriber station is
scheduled to transmit the at least one of ACK/NACK information and the periodic CSI report, and when the one selected
UCI multiplexing method is the second UCI multiplexing method, when none of the one or more uplink grants scheduling
a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values, and when at
least one of the one or more uplink grants schedules the PUSCH in an uplink primary component carrier (UL PCC),
receiving at least one of ACK/NACK information and a periodic CSI report from the subscriber station on the PUCCH
in the UL PCC when the subscriber station is scheduled to transmit the at least one of ACK/NACK information and a
periodic CSI report.
[0214] For example, when the aperiodic CSI report is scheduled in a same subframe n as a periodic CSI report, only
the aperiodic CSI report is received.
[0215] For example, the method comprises, when none of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an
uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values, when at least one of the one or
more uplink grants schedules the PUSCH in an uplink secondary component carrier (UL SCC), and when none of the
one or more uplink grants schedules the PUSCH in an uplink primary component carrier (UL PCC), receiving at least
one of ACK/NACK information and a periodic CSI report from the subscriber station on the PUSCH in an uplink secondary
component carrier (UL SCC) having a smallest UL CC number when the subscriber station is scheduled to transmit the
at least one of ACK/NACK information and a periodic CSI report.
[0216] For example, the method comprises, when only one uplink grant of the one or more uplink grants scheduling
a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values and when the
one selected UCI multiplexing method is the second UCI multiplexing method, receiving ACK/NACK information in a
PUCCH in a primary component carrier (PCC).
[0217] For example, the method comprises, when only one uplink grant of the one or more uplink grants scheduling
a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from the set of values and when the
one selected UCI multiplexing method is the second UCI multiplexing method, receiving the aperiodic CSI report and
ACK/NACK information on the PUSCH transmitted in the uplink component carrier i.
[0218] A subscriber station may be provided. The subscriber station may include a receive path circuitry configured
to receive a higher layer signal from a base station indicating one of a first uplink control information (UCI) multiplexing
method that allows a subscriber station to simultaneously transmit physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) and physical
uplink control channel (PUCCH) and a second UCI multiplexing method that does not allow the subscriber station to
simultaneously transmit PUSCH and PUCCH. The receive path circuitry may also be configured to receive one or more
uplink grants from the base station. Each of the one or more uplink grants may schedule a physical uplink shared channel
(PUSCH) in an uplink component carrier (UL CC) for a subframe n to the subscriber station, and each of the one or
more uplink grants may carry a channel quality information (CQI) request. The subscriber station may also include a
transmit path circuitry configured to transmit an aperiodic channel state information (CSI) report to the base station on
the PUSCH in the uplink component carrier i when only one uplink grant of the one or more uplink grants scheduling a
PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from a set of values. When acknowledge-
ment/negative acknowledgement (ACK/NACK) information is scheduled in the same subframe n and when the one
selected UCI multiplexing method is the first UCI multiplexing method, the ACK/NACK information may also be transmitted
to the base station on the PUSCH transmitted in the uplink component carrier i.
[0219] A method of operating a subscriber station may be provided. The method may include receiving a higher layer
signal from a base station indicating one of a first uplink control information (UCI) multiplexing method that allows the
subscriber station to simultaneously transmit physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) and physical uplink control channel
(PUCCH) and a second UCI multiplexing method that does not allow the subscriber station to simultaneously transmit
PUSCH and PUCCH. The method may also include receiving one or more uplink grants from the base station. Each of
the one or more uplink grants may schedule a physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH) in an uplink component carrier
(UL CC) for a subframe n to the subscriber station, and each of the one or more uplink grants may carry a channel
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quality information (CQI) request. The method may further include transmitting an aperiodic channel state information
(CSI) report on the PUSCH to the base station in the uplink component carrier i when only one uplink grant of the one
or more uplink grants scheduling a PUSCH in an uplink component carrier i carries a CQI request having a value from
a set of values. When acknowledgement/negative acknowledgement (ACK/NACK) information is scheduled in the same
subframe n and when the one selected UCI multiplexing method is the first UCI multiplexing method, the ACK/NACK
information may also be transmitted by the subscriber station on the PUSCH transmitted in the uplink component carrier i.
[0220] Although the present disclosure has been described with an exemplary embodiment, various changes and
modifications may be suggested to one skilled in the art. It is intended that the present disclosure encompass such
changes and modifications as fall within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for transmitting uplink control information, UCI, of a terminal in a communication system, the method
comprising:

receiving information on whether simultaneous physical uplink shared channel, PUSCH, and physical uplink
control channel, PUCCH, transmission is configured;
receiving downlink control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission;
identifying at least one PUSCH transmitted in a subframe for UCI transmission;
transmitting the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe, if simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is con-
figured based on the information, the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe and the UCI includes
channel status information, CSI based on the DCI; and
transmitting the UCI on a PUCCH in the subframe, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is
configured based on the information and the UCI includes a hybrid automatic repeat request-acknowledgement.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the PUSCH in the subframe is on a primary cell, if more than one serving cell is
configured and a PUSCH on the primary cell is transmitted in the subframe, and
wherein the PUSCH in the subframe is on a secondary cell with a smallest secondary cell index, if more than one
serving cell is configured, and a PUSCH on the primary cell is not transmitted in the subframe.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the identifying whether at least one PUSCH transmission comprises:
detecting a physical downlink control channel, PDCCH, with a CSI request field set to trigger an aperiodic CSI report,
wherein the PDCCH is received on subframe n if the PUSCH is transmitted on subframe n+k, wherein the n and k
are integers, wherein the k is 4.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
transmitting the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe regardless of a type of the UCI, if the simultaneous PUSCH and
PUCCH transmission is not configured and the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe.

5. A method for receiving uplink control information, UCI, of a base station in a communication system, the method
comprising:

transmitting information on whether simultaneous physical uplink shared channel, PUSCH, and physical uplink
control channel, PUCCH, transmission is configured;
transmitting downlink control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission;
identifying at least one PUSCH transmitted in a subframe for UCI reception;
receiving the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe if simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured
based on the information, the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe and the UCI includes channel
status information, CSI, based on the DCI; and
receiving the UCI on a PUCCH in the subframe, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is
configured based on the information and the UCI includes a hybrid automatic repeat request-acknowledgement.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the PUSCH in the subframe is on a primary cell, if more than one serving cell is
configured and a PUSCH on the primary cell is transmitted in the subframe, and
wherein the PUSCH in the subframe is on a secondary cell with a smallest secondary cell index, if more than one
serving cell is configured, and a PUSCH on the primary cell is not transmitted in the subframe.
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7. The method of claim 5, further comprising:
transmitting a physical downlink control channel, PDCCH, with a CSI request field set to trigger an aperiodic CSI
report, wherein the PDCCH is transmitted on subframe n if the PUSCH is transmitted on subframe n+k, wherein
the n and k are integers, wherein the k is 4.

8. The method of claim 5, further comprising:
receiving the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe regardless of a type of the UCI, if the simultaneous PUSCH and
PUCCH transmission is not configured and the at least one PUSCH is received in the subframe.

9. A terminal for transmitting uplink control information, UCI, the terminal comprising:

a transceiver for receiving and transmitting a signal; and
a controller configured to receive information on whether simultaneous physical uplink shared channel, PUSCH,
and physical uplink control channel, PUCCH, transmission is configured,
receive downlink control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission;
identify at least one PUSCH transmitted in a subframe for UCI transmission,
transmit the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe, if simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured
based on the information the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the corresponding subframe and the UCI
includes channel status information, CSI, based on the DCI, and
transmit the UCI on a PUCCH in the subframe, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is con-
figured based on the information and the UCI includes a hybrid automatic repeat request-acknowledgement.

10. The terminal of claim 9, wherein the PUSCH in the subframe is on a primary cell, if more than one serving cell is
configured and a PUSCH on the primary cell is transmitted in the subframe, and
wherein the PUSCH in the subframe is on a secondary cell with a smallest secondary cell index, if more than one
serving cell is configured, and a PUSCH on the primary cell is not transmitted in the subframe.

11. The terminal of claim 9, wherein the controller configured to detects a physical downlink control channel, PDCCH,
with a CSI request field set to trigger an aperiodic CSI report,
wherein the PDCCH is received on subframe n if the PUSCH is transmitted on subframe n+k, wherein the n and k
are integers,
wherein the k is 4.

12. The terminal of claim 9, wherein the controller is further configured to transmit the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe
regardless of a type of the UCI, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is not configured and the at
least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe.

13. A base station for receiving uplink control information, UCI, the base station comprising:

a transceiver for receiving and transmitting a signal; and
a controller configured to transmit information on whether simultaneous physical uplink shared channel, PUSCH,
and physical uplink control channel, PUCCH, transmission is configured,
transmit downlink control information, DCI, for an uplink transmission;
identify at least one PUSCH transmitted in a subframe for UCI reception, and
receive the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe, if simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured
based on the information, the at least one PUSCH is transmitted in the subframe, and the UCI includes channel
status information, CSI, based on the DCI, and
receive the UCI on a PUCCH in the subframe, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is configured
based on the information and the UCI includes a hybrid automatic repeat request-acknowledgement.

14. The base station of claim 13, wherein the PUSCH in the subframe is on a primary cell, if more than one serving cell
is configured and a PUSCH on the primary cell is transmitted in the subframe, and wherein the PUSCH in the
subframe is on a secondary cell with a smallest secondary cell index, if more than one serving cell is configured,
and a PUSCH on the primary cell is not transmitted in the subframe.

15. The base station of claim 13, wherein the controller configured to transmit a physical downlink control channel,
PDCCH, with a CSI request field set to trigger an aperiodic CSI report,
wherein the PDCCH is transmitted on subframe n if the PUSCH is transmitted on subframe n+k, wherein the n and
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k are integers,
wherein the k is 4.

16. The base station of claim 13, the controller is further configured to receive the UCI on a PUSCH in the subframe
regardless of a type of the UCI, if the simultaneous PUSCH and PUCCH transmission is not configured and the at
least one PUSCH is received in the subframe.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Übertragen von Uplinksteuerinformationen, UCI, eines Endgeräts in einem Kommunikationssystem,
wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Empfang von Informationen darüber, ob gleichzeitige PUSCH (physikalischer geteilter Uplink-Kanal)- und
PUCCH (physikalischer Uplinksteuerkanal)-Übertragung konfiguriert ist;
Empfang von Downlink-Steuerinformationen, DCI, für eine Uplinkübertragung;
Identifizierung mindestens eines PUSCH, der in einem Subframe für UCI-Übertragung übertragen wird;
Übertragung der UCI auf einem PUSCH in dem Subframe, wenn gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-Übertra-
gung basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist, der mindestens eine PUSCH wird in dem Subframe
übertragen und die UCI umfassen Kanalstatusinformationen, CSI, basierend auf den DCI; und
Übertragung der UCI auf einem PUCCH in dem Subframe, wenn die gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-Über-
tragung basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist und die UCI eine hybride automatische Wiederholungs-
anforderungsbestätigung umfassen.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer primären Zelle ist, falls mehr als eine
bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle in dem Subframe übertragen wird, und
wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer sekundären Zelle mit einem kleinsten sekundären Zellenindex ist,
wenn mehr als einer bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist, und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle nicht in dem Subframe
übertragen wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Identifizierung, ob mindestens eine PUSCH-Übertragung, Folgendes umfasst:
Erfassung eines physikalischen Downlinksteuerkanals, PDCCH, mit einem CSI-Anforderungs-Feld, das eingestellt
ist, um einen aperiodischen CSI-Bericht auszulösen, wobei der PDCCH auf Subframe n empfangen wird, falls der
PUSCH auf Subframe n+k übertragen wird, wobei n und k Ganzzahlen sind, wobei k = 4 ist.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, das des Weiteren Folgendes umfasst:
Übertragung der UCI auf einem PUSCH in dem Subframe ohne Rücksicht auf den Typ von UCI, falls die gleichzeitige
PUSCH- und PUCCH-Übertragung nicht konfiguriert ist und der mindestens eine PUSCH in dem Subframe über-
tragen wird.

5. Verfahren für den Empfang von Uplink-Steuerinformationen, UCI, einer Basisstation in einem Kommunikationssys-
tem, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Übertragen von Informationen darüber, ob gleichzeitige PUSCH (physikalischer geteilter Uplink-Kanal)- und
PUCCH (physikalischer Uplinksteuerkanal)-Übertragung konfiguriert ist;
Übertragen von Downlink-Steuerinformationen, DCI, für eine Uplinkübertragung;
Identifizierung mindestens eines PUSCH, der in einem Subframe zum UCI-Empfang übertragen wird;
Empfang der UCI auf einem PUSCH in dem Subframe, wenn gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-Übertragung
basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist, der mindestens eine PUSCH wird in dem Subframe übertragen
und die UCI umfassen Kanalstatusinformationen, CSI, basierend auf den DCI; und
Empfang der UCI auf einem PUCCH in dem Subframe, wenn die gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-Übertra-
gung basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist und die UCI eine hybride automatische Wiederholungs-
anforderungsbestätigung umfassen.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer primären Zelle ist, wenn mehr als eine
bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle in dem Subframe übertragen wird, und
wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer sekundären Zelle mit einem kleinsten sekundären Zellenindex ist,
wenn mehr als eine bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle nicht in dem Subframe
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übertragen wird.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, das des Weiteren Folgendes umfasst:
Übertragung eines physikalischen Downlinksteuerkanals, PDCCH, mit einem CSI-Anforderungs-Feld, das einge-
stellt ist, um einen aperiodischen CSI-Bericht auszulösen, wobei der PDCCH auf Subframe n übertragen wird, wenn
der PUSCH auf Subframe n+k übertragen wird, wobei n und k Ganzzahlen sind, wobei k = 4 ist.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, das des Weiteren Folgendes umfasst:
Empfang der UCI auf einem PUSCH in dem Subframe ohne Rücksicht auf den Typ von UCI, falls die gleichzeitige
PUSCH- und PUCCH-Übertragung nicht konfiguriert ist und der mindestens eine PUSCH in dem Subframe emp-
fangen wird.

9. Endgerät zum Übertragen von Uplinksteuerinformationen, UCI, wobei das Endgerät Folgendes umfasst:

einen Transceiver zum Empfangen und Übertragen eines Signals; und
eine Steuervorrichtung, konfiguriert, um Informationen darüber zu empfangen, ob gleichzeitige PUSCH (phy-
sikalischer geteilter Uplink-Kanal)- und PUCCH (physikalischer Uplinksteuerkanal)-Übertragung konfiguriert ist,
Downlinksteuerinformationen, DCI, für eine Uplinkübertragung zu empfangen;
mindestens einen PUSCH zu identifizieren, der in einem Subframe für UCI-Übertragung übertragen wird,
die UCI auf einem PUSCH in dem Subframe zu übertragen, wenn gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-Übertra-
gung basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist; der mindestens eine PUSCH wird in dem entsprechenden
Subframe übertragen und die UCI umfassen Kanalstatusinformationen, CSI, basierend auf den DCI, und
die UCI auf einem PUCCH in dem Subframe zu übertragen, wenn die gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-
Übertragung basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist und die UCI eine hybride automatische Wieder-
holungsanforderungsbestätigung umfassen.

10. Endgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer primären Zelle ist, wenn mehr als eine
bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle in dem Subframe übertragen wird, und
wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer sekundären Zelle mit einem kleinsten sekundären Zellenindex ist,
wenn mehr als eine bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle nicht in dem Subframe
übertragen wird.

11. Endgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Steuervorrichtung konfiguriert ist, einen physikalischen Downlinksteuerkanal,
PDCCH, mit einem CSI-Anforderungs-Feld zu ermitteln, das eingestellt ist, um einen aperiodischen CSI-Bericht
auszulösen,
wobei der PDCCH auf Subframe n empfangen wird, wenn der PUSCH auf Subframe n+k übertragen wird, wobei n
und k Ganzzahlen sind,
wobei k = 4 ist.

12. Endgerät nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Steuervorrichtung des Weiteren konfiguriert ist, um die UCI auf einem PUSCH
in dem Subframe ohne Rücksicht auf einen Typ der UCI zu übertragen, wenn die gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-
Übertragung nicht konfiguriert ist und der mindestens eine PUSCH in dem Subframe übertragen wird.

13. Basisstation für den Empfang von Uplink-Steuerinformationen, UCI, wobei die Basisstation Folgendes umfasst:

einen Transceiver zum Empfangen und Übertragen eines Signals; und
eine Steuervorrichtung, konfiguriert, um Informationen darüber zu übertragen, ob gleichzeitige PUSCH (physi-
kalischer geteilter Uplink-Kanal)- und PUCCH (physikalischer Uplinksteuerkanal)-Übertragung konfiguriert ist,
Downlinksteuerinformationen, DCI, für eine Uplinkübertragung zu übertragen;
mindestens einen PUSCH zu identifizieren, der in einem Subframe für den UCI-Empfang übertragen wird, und
die UCI auf einem PUSCH in dem Subframe zu empfangen, wenn gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-Über-
tragung basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist, der mindestens eine PUSCH wird in dem Subframe
übertragen und die UCI umfassen Kanalstatusinformationen, CSI, basierend auf den DCI, und
die UCI auf einem PUCCH in dem Subframe zu empfangen, wenn die gleichzeitige PUSCH- und PUCCH-
Übertragung basierend auf den Informationen konfiguriert ist und die UCI eine hybride automatische Wieder-
holungsanforderungsbestätigung umfasst.

14. Basisstation nach Anspruch 13, wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer primären Zelle ist, wenn mehr als
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eine bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle in dem Subframe übertragen wird, und
wobei der PUSCH in dem Subframe auf einer sekundären Zelle mit einem kleinsten sekundären Zellenindex ist,
wenn mehr als eine bedienende Zelle konfiguriert ist und ein PUSCH auf der primären Zelle nicht in dem Subframe
übertragen wird.

15. Basisstation nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Steuervorrichtung konfiguriert ist, um einen physikalischen Downlink-
steuerkanal, PDCCH, mit einem CSI-Anforderungs-Feld zu übertragen, das eingestellt ist, um einen aperiodischen
CSI-Bericht auszulösen,
wobei der PDCCH auf Subframe n übertragen wird, wenn der PUSCH auf Subframe n+k übertragen wird, wobei n
und k Ganzzahlen sind,
wobei k = 4 ist.

16. Basisstation nach Anspruch 13, wobei die Steuervorrichtung des Weiteren konfiguriert ist, um die UCI auf einem
PUSCH in dem Subframe ohne Rücksicht auf einen Typ der UCI zu empfangen, wenn die gleichzeitige PUSCH-
und PUCCH-Übertragung nicht konfiguriert ist und der mindestens eine PUSCH in dem Subframe empfangen wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé de transmission d’informations de commande de liaison montante, UCI, d’un terminal dans un système
de communication, le procédé comprenant :

recevoir des informations indiquant si une transmission simultanée de canal partagé de liaison montante phy-
sique, PUSCH, et de canal de commande de liaison montante physique, PUCCH, est configurée ;
recevoir des informations de commande de liaison descendante, DCI, pour une transmission de liaison
montante ;
identifier au moins un PUSCH transmis dans une sous-trame pour une transmission d’UCI ;
transmettre les UCI sur un PUSCH dans la sous-trame, si une transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
est configurée sur la base des informations, l’au moins un PUSCH est transmis dans la sous-trame et les UCI
comprennent des informations d’état de canal, CSI, sur la base des DCI ; et
transmettre les UCI sur un PUCCH dans la sous-trame, si la transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
est configurée sur la base des informations et les UCI comprennent un accusé de réception de requête auto-
matique de répétition hybride.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule primaire, si plus d’une cellule
de desserte est configurée et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire est transmis dans la sous-trame, et
où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule secondaire avec un indice minimal de cellule secondaire, si
plus d’une cellule de desserte est configurée, et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire n’est pas transmis dans la
sous-trame.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, où l’identification d’au moins une transmission de PUSCH comprend :
détecter un canal de commande de liaison descendante physique, PDCCH, avec un champ de requête de CSI
défini pour déclencher un rapport de CSI apériodique, où le PDCCH est reçu sur la sous-trame n si le PUSCH est
transmis sur la sous-trame n+k, où le n et le k sont des nombres entiers, où le k est égal à 4.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :
transmettre les UCI sur un PUSCH dans la sous-trame quel que soit le type des UCI, si la transmission simultanée
de PUCCH et de PUSCH n’est pas configurée et que l’au moins un PUSCH est transmis dans la sous-trame.

5. Procédé de réception d’informations de commande de liaison montante, UCI, d’une station de base dans un système
de communication, le procédé comprenant :

transmettre des informations indiquant si une transmission simultanée de canal partagé de liaison montante
physique, PUSCH, et de canal de commande de liaison montante physique, PUCCH, est configurée ;
transmettre des informations de commande de liaison descendante, DCI, pour une transmission de liaison
montante ;
identifier au moins un PUSCH transmis dans une sous-trame pour une réception d’UCI ;
recevoir les UCI sur un PUSCH dans la sous-trame si une transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
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est configurée sur la base des informations, l’au moins un PUSCH est transmis dans la sous-trame et les UCI
comprennent des informations d’état de canal, CSI, sur la base des DCI ; et
recevoir les UCI sur un PUCCH dans la sous-trame, si la transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
est configurée sur la base des informations et les UCI comprennent un accusé de réception de requête auto-
matique de répétition hybride.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule primaire, si plus d’une cellule
de desserte est configurée et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire est transmis dans la sous-trame, et
où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule secondaire avec un indice minimal de cellule secondaire, si
plus d’une cellule de desserte est configurée, et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire n’est pas transmis dans la
sous-trame.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre :
transmettre un canal de commande de liaison descendante physique, PDCCH, avec un champ de requête de CSI
défini pour déclencher un rapport de CSI apériodique, où le PDCCH est transmis sur une sous-trame n si le PUSCH
est transmis sur une sous-trame n+k, où le n et le k sont des nombres entiers, où le k est égal à 4.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre :
recevoir les UCI sur un PUSCH dans la sous-trame quel que soit le type des UCI, si la transmission simultanée de
PUCCH et de PUSCH n’est pas configurée et que l’au moins un PUSCH est reçu dans la sous-trame.

9. Terminal de transmission d’informations de commande de liaison montante, UCI, le terminal comprenant :

un émetteur-récepteur pour recevoir et transmettre un signal ; et
un contrôleur configuré pour recevoir des informations indiquant si une transmission simultanée de canal partagé
de liaison montante physique, PUSCH, et de canal de commande de liaison montante physique, PUCCH, est
configurée,
recevoir des informations de commande de liaison descendante, DCI, pour une transmission de liaison
montante ;
identifier au moins un PUSCH transmis dans une sous-trame pour une transmission d’UCI,
transmettre les UCI sur un PUSCH dans la sous-trame, si une transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
est configurée sur la base des informations, l’au moins un PUSCH est transmis dans la sous-trame correspon-
dante et si les UCI comprennent des informations d’état de canal, CSI, sur la base des DCI, et
transmettre les UCI sur un PUCCH dans la sous-trame, si la transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
est configurée sur la base des informations et que les UCI comprennent un accusé de réception de requête
automatique de répétition hybride.

10. Terminal selon la revendication 9, où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule primaire, si plus d’une cellule
de desserte est configurée et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire est transmis dans la sous-trame, et
où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule secondaire avec un indice minimal de cellule secondaire, si
plus d’une cellule de desserte est configurée, et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire n’est pas transmis dans la
sous-trame.

11. Terminal selon la revendication 9, où le contrôleur est configuré pour détecter un canal de commande de liaison
descendante physique, PDCCH, avec un champ de requête de CSI défini pour déclencher un rapport de CSI
apériodique,

où le PDCCH est reçu sur une sous-trame n si le PUSCH est transmis sur une sous-trame n+k, où le n et le k
sont des nombres entiers,
où le k est égal à 4.

12. Terminal selon la revendication 9, où le contrôleur est configuré, en outre, pour transmettre les UCI sur un PUSCH
dans la sous-trame quel que soit le type des UCI, si la transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH n’est pas
configurée et que l’au moins un PUSCH est transmis dans la sous-trame.

13. Station de base pour recevoir des informations de commande de liaison montante, UCI, la station de base
comprenant :
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un émetteur-récepteur pour recevoir et transmettre un signal ; et
un contrôleur configuré pour transmettre des informations indiquant si une transmission simultanée de canal
partagé de liaison montante physique, PUSCH, et de canal de commande de liaison montante physique,
PUCCH, est configurée,
transmettre des informations de commande de liaison descendante, DCI, pour une transmission de liaison
montante ;
identifier au moins un PUSCH transmis dans une sous-trame pour une réception d’UCI, et
recevoir les UCI sur un PUSCH dans la sous-trame, si une transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
est configurée sur la base des informations, l’au moins un PUSCH est transmis dans la sous-trame, et les UCI
comprennent des informations d’état de canal, CSI, sur la base des DCI, et
recevoir les UCI sur un PUCCH dans la sous-trame, si la transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
est configurée sur la base des informations et les UCI comprennent un accusé de réception de requête auto-
matique de répétition hybride.

14. Station de base selon la revendication 13, où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule primaire, si plus
d’une cellule de desserte est configurée et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire est transmis dans la sous-trame,
et où le PUSCH dans la sous-trame est sur une cellule secondaire avec un indice minimal de cellule secondaire,
si plus d’une cellule de desserte est configurée, et qu’un PUSCH sur la cellule primaire n’est pas transmis dans la
sous-trame.

15. Station de base selon la revendication 13, où le contrôleur est configuré pour transmettre un canal de commande
de liaison descendante physique, PDCCH, avec un champ de requête de CSI défini pour déclencher un rapport de
CSI apériodique,

où le PDCCH est transmis sur une sous-trame n si le PUSCH est transmis sur une sous-trame n+k, où le n et
le k sont des nombres entiers,
où le k est égal à 4.

16. Station de base selon la revendication 13, où le contrôleur est configuré, en outre, pour recevoir les UCI sur un
PUSCH dans la sous-trame quel que soit le type des UCI, si la transmission simultanée de PUCCH et de PUSCH
n’est pas configurée et que l’au moins un PUSCH est reçu dans la sous-trame.
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